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PROSPECllNG IN FORMER liMES AND lODAY 

Not only curiosity but the will to live caused men to explore the interior of 

the earth . The point was to find useful mineral deposits. The only help the 

first miners and geologists had were certain characteristics on the surface, 

although underground mining was practised in antiquity. In places where 

ore-bearing rocks cropped out at the surface it was easy to discover such 

deposits. Hammers, hand-operated surveying instruments, and compasses were 

often of assistance. The first prospecting work was carried out by digging trenches and using divining-rods. 

In latter centuries mineral deposits of considerable value were often discovered by mere chance. 

Oil fields, for instance, were found in places where oil and gas seepages 

in swamps and water-covered areas had attracted attention. The presence 

of subterranean salt-domes and other structures could sometimes be 

concluded from topographical elevations. But nowadays this kind of explo

ration has ceased to be of importance. 

Only after a certain standard of geological knowledge had been reached 

did the search fo'r useful mineral deposits become much easier. Geology, 

together with a drilling technique considerably advanced by industrial de

velopment, made possible a better coordination of strata . Nevertheless, ex

ploration wells still involved considerable risk. Many dry holes had to be drilled and large sums of 

money invested before the desired success resulted. 

Considering the ever-growing need for raw materials and the enormous increase of population it was, 

indeed, most fortunate that from the beginning of th is century science has more and more succeeded 

in using the different physical properties of the subsurface strata for prospecting . 

Of course, colour, density, and hardness of rock have always been valuable physical means to assist 

the miner in find ing useful deposits. Modern geophysical exploration methods, however, distinguish 

themselves by offering the possibility to locate layers at great depths by measuring their charac

teristics from the surface of the earth . Successful mapping of beds, three or more miles in depth, is 
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now an everyday occurrance. 

The physical forces employed can be of natural origin, such as gravity, 

magnetism, radioactivity, and some electrical forces. They can, however, be 

artificially generated at the surveying point and conducted to the object of 

measurement, as practised in the seismic and some electrical methods. In any 

of these cases only extremely small values are measured, and enormous 

progress in measuring techniques was necessary to solve the extraordinarily 

subtle problems. 

Statistics speak an eloquent language, giving an idea of the enormous increase 

in the number of geophysical parties operating all over the world, and of 

increasing production of petroleum and other raw materials. Today most 

advanced geophysical equipment mounted on the latest types of trucks, 

together with modern dril'ling rigs, are available for the exploration of the 

interior of the earth. Latest scientific knowledge permits the recorded values 

to be led to faultless interpretation. 

Since its establishment in 1937, P RA K LA has been using all methods of Applied 

Geophysics based on a thorough experience of all its branches. 
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THE GEOPHYSICAL METHODS 

Applied Geophysics is divided into the following principal prospecting methods: 

1. The Seismie Methods 

These deal with the recording and interpretation of elastic waves, artificially generated and im

pressed upon subsurface layers. The laws of wave propagation, known from the science of optics, 

are analogously applied to such waves, whereby the process of splitting the wave into two portions 

is performed. Apart of this continuing wave form is refracted, and another part is reflected back 

to the surface. The first portion is used in seismic refraction investigation, the other in the seismic 

reflection method. 

The seismic methods solve tectonic 

problems; they locate structures and 

faults, and give information on dip 

and stri ke of strata . 

M o der n Se i s mi e PR A K LA E q u i p m e n t 

Suspension 

Spiral Spring 

Weight 

Surfaee 

2. The Gravimetrie Method 
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This method uses th e d iffe rences in 

density of underg round bodies, which 

are heavier or lighter tha n th e ad 

jacent rock. Instead of the old 

pendulum and torsion balance mea

surements of the past, investigat ions 

are now exclusively carried out by 

means of gravimeters. Any topo

g raph ie effects (elevation ch anges) 

in the area of observation are 

eliminated by com putation. 

Grav im etr ie Expl o rations in Yemen 



3. The Magnetic Method 
This method permits the determination of dif

ferences in magnetic susceptibility of 1he earth. 

These differences are recorded as variations 

of the components of the earth 's magnetic 

field. For the determination of these extremely 

small differences, the Magnometer - a ma

gnetic field balance - is used. 

The magnetic method is applied 1·0 locate 

magnetite deposits and other magnetic ores, 

igneous rocks, as weil as macrotectonics, anti 

clines, and troughs. 

4. The Electric Method 
The varying electrical conductivity of the earth 

is the basis of this method. The measurements 

are usua lly carried out with direct current. 

This method is of proven importance, partic

ularly in hydrology an d other engineering 

investigations. 

5. The Radioactive Method 

Magnetic Surveys in th e Heat of Arab ia 

Truck-Mounted El ectric Equ ipm e nt 

This method is used to measure the radioactive properties of rocks and minerals by ascertaining 

the content of radium emanations of the ground air (measurement by electrometer with ionizatio:l 

chamber) or the local variations of gamma mdiation (by means of Geiger counter or scintillo 

meter). The method is employed for the discovery of faults and of rocks containing radioactive 

substances. 

6. The Thermal Method 
With this method the temperatures immediatly be low the surface o r those at greater depths are 

measured. It is applied in the search for heat-radiating intrusions below ground or for faults favour

ing the rise of thermal waters. 
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in Hannover 

GEOPHYSICS AND PRAKLA 

PRAKLA, Gesellschaft fuer praktische Lagerstaetten

forschung G. m. b. H., was established March 23, 1937, 
in Berlin W 8, Behrensstrasse 39 A. Since its founda

tion, the company has maintained oll methods of 

Applied Geophysics, but, in keeping with general 

technical development throughout the world, special 

attention has been paid to the seismic and gravi

metric methods. Even before the end of World War 11, 

PRAKLA had gained extensive experience by em

ploying numerous field parties both in Germany and 

abroad. This experience resulted in the development 

of well-designed geophysical equipment as weil os 

in the successful and reliable interpretation of the 

resulting records. 

Immediately after the War in 1945, PRAKLA lost its 

headquarters located in the Soviet Zone of Germa

ny, and the company's reestablishment was begun 

in Hannover. Thanks to the fidelity of its permanent 

staff and backed by fine tradition, PRAKLA regained 

its position in the services of the mining and partic

ularly the petroleum industries after having over

come the first difficulties caused by the extraordinary 

conditions prevailing at that time. Starting in April 

1947, with one field crew operating in Germany, the 

number of the field crews has steadily increased yea , 

by year. By the end of 1958 PRAKLA had as ma ny 

as 43 crews operating simultaneously in Germany 

and abroad. More than half of all geophysical par

ties working in Germany today are furnished by 

PRAKLA. At present, PRAKLA is carrying out seismic, 

gravimetric, magnetic, and electric investigations for 

all German oil companies and for well-known Ger

man and foreign mining companies. Out of PRAK1A'~ 
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SCIENTIFIC EMPLOYEES OF PRAKLA 

Ameely, Leo, Dr. Koch, Franz, Dipl.-Geophys. Rosenfeld, Otto, Ing. 
Bading, Rolf, Dipl.-Ing. Köhler, Rudolf, Dr. rer. nat. Rossa, Hans-Georg, Dr. rer. nato 
B'angert, Victor, Dr. rer. nat. Köller, Wilhelm, Dr. phi!. Ruprecht, Leo, Dr. rer. nat. 
Baumann,Annerose,Dipl.-Geophys. Kramer, Günther, Dipl.-Ing. Salamon, Heinz, Dipl.-Geophys. 
Baxmann, Burkhardt, Dr. rer. nat. Kreitz, Ernst, Dipl.-Met. Seiffert, Gerhard, Dipl.-Math. 
Bochmann,Horst-GÜnter,Dr.rer.nat. Lehmann,Hans-JÜrgen,Dipl.-Geophys. Suhr, Gerhard, Dr. rer. nat. 
Boie, Dirk, Dipl.-Ing. Linsser, Helmut, Dr. rer. nat. Sy, Eberhard, Dr. phil. 
Brauer, Horst, Dr. rer. nat. Lohr, Heinz, Ing. Schellhorn, Horst, Dipl.-Geol. 
ß'roße, Paul, Dr. phil. Lorenz, Horst, Dipl.-Ing. Schiel, Günther, Dr. rer. nat. 
Burmeister, Gerhard, Ing. Maaß, Hans-Wilhelm, Dr. rer. nat. Straubel, Rudolf, Dr.-Ing. 
Dankelmann, Peter, Dipl.-Ing. Meinicke, Günter, Dipl.-Geophys. Thomas, Joachim, Dipl.-Geophys. 
Fiene, Bernhard, Dipl.-Berg .- Ing. Meißner, Rudolf, Dr. phil. nato Trappe, Hans-Jürgen, Dipl .·Geophys. 
Geußenhainer, Otto, Dr. phil. Meixner, Erich, Dr. rer. nat. Tröster, Max, Dr. rer. nato 
Garber, Rolf, Dr. rer. nat. Monreal, Wilhelm, Dr. rer. tech. Vetterlein, Pascal, Dr.-Ing. 
Gees, Rolf-Heinz, Dr. phil. Ochse, Gerhard, Dipl.-Ing. Voigt, Siegfried, Dipl.-Geol. 
Glück, Wilhelm, Dr. rer. nato Otto, Wolfgang, Dipl.-Geol. Vollbrecht, Kurt, Dr. Met.-Geol. 
Gottlieb, Dietrich, Dr. rer. nato Pierau, Herribert, Dr. rer. nat. Wachholz, Helmut, Dipl.-Ing. 
Gulich, Richard, Ing. Pietsch, Dietrich, Dipl.-Geophys. Weichart, Helmut, Dr. rer. nato 
Heimburg, Fritz, Dr. phil. Pietzner, Horst, Dr. phil. Weißensteiner, Karl, Dipl.-Ing. 
V. Helms, Hans, Dr. phil. Pott, Gerhard, Dipl.-Phys. Westerhausen, Herbert, Dr. rer. nato 
Hintz, Rolf-Albert, Dr. rer. nat. Pratsch, Hermann, Dipl.-Geophys. Wiemer, Siegfried, Dipl.-Geophys. 
Hoch, Ursula, Dr. phil. Raubenheimer, Hermann, Ing. Zettel, Waldemar, Dr.-Ing. 
Kauf, Herbert, Ing. Raubold, Eva, Geophys. Zych, Diethard, Dr. phil. 
Keppner, Gerhard, Dipl.-Geol. Reiff, Ernst, Dr. rer. nat. 
Klosak, Werner Ries, Herbert, Dipl.-Ing. 

RES E AR C H AS S 0 C I AT E S 

Graeser, Ernst, Prof. Dr. phi!. habil., Institute of Mathematics of Göttingen University 
Menzel, Heinz, Prof. Dr., Institute of Geophysics of the Mining Academy of Clausthel 

Nitsche, Joachim, Dr., Teacher of Mathematics at the Albert-Ludwigs University, Freiburg/Breisgeu 
Rosenbach, Otto, Prof. Dr.-Ing., Teeeher at the Institute of Meteorology end Geophysies of 

Meinz University 

Germany (December 1958) Abroad (December 1958) 
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Covered Areas in Germany 
(December 1958) 

Prospections 

Gravity 
Prospections 

Seismic and Gravity Prospections 
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Average Number of PRAKLA Parties 
at Field Work per Year 

permanent staff of 486 employees (December 1958), 

including 75 scientists plus 475 drilling staff (Decem

ber 1958), a considerable number of experienced 

geophysists, geologists, engineers, and their assist

ants is at present engaged in geophysical pros

pecting all over the world. 

In PRAKLA's modern workshops and laboratories, 

which are housed in the company's own buildings 

in Hannover, physicists, engineers, and technicians 

are engaged in keeping the company's geophysical 

equipment in top condition and in step with consider

able progress in all branches of electronics and its 

applied techniques. 

Carefully trained geophysicists, in dose cooperation 

with experienced geologists, interpret the survey 

data in accordance with the latest scientific know

ledge in order to obtain the most reliable infor

mation. 

Well-balanced cooperation in planning, prep:lration, 

performance, and interpretation of the geophysical 

field surveys guarantee PRAKLA's clients the best 

service at all times. 

50 

40 

30 

20 
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CLiENTS OF PRAKLA 

GERMANY 

Amt für Bodenforschung, Hannover 

Arensberg Bergbau GmbH., Essen 

Badische Kali-Gesellschaft, Buggingen (Baden) 

Barbara Erzbergbau AG., Düsseldorf 

Bergwerks-AG. "Neue Hoffnung", Oberhausen 

Bergwerke Essen-Rossenray AG., Essen 

Braunschweigische Bohrgesellschaft GmbH., 
Braunschweig 

Braunschweigische Kohlenbergwerke Helmstedt 

Bergwerks-Ges. "Hibernia" AG., Herne 

Bergwerks-Ges. Dahlbusch, 
Gelsen ki rchen- Rottha usen 

C. Deilmann Bergbau GmbH., Bentheim 

Deutsche Erdöl AG. (DEAl, Hamburg 

Deutsche Schachtbau- und Tiefbohrgesellschaft, 
Lingen/Ems 

Diergardt Mevissen Bergbau AG. Rheinhausen 

Erzbergbau Salzgitter AG., Salzgitter-Bad 

Eschweiler Bergwerksverein, Kohlscheidt-Aachen 

Forschungsgemeinschaft Ewald-König-Ludwig, 
Dortmund 

Gemeinde Ohlenrode, Ohlenrode 

Gelsenkirchener Bergwerks-AG., Essen 

Gewerkschaft Auguste-Viktoria, 

Marl-Recklinghausen 

Gewerkschaft Brigitta, Hannover 

Gewerkschaft Brunhilde, Hannover 

Gewerkschaft Elwerath, Hannover-Nienhagen 

Gewerkschaft Emscher-Lippe, Datteln 

Gewerkschaft Konrad, Groß Bülten 

Gewerkschaft Siegfried, Celle 

Hartsteinwerk Moosberg, Hechendorf 

Flugplatz Hahn, Hunsrück 

Hüttenwerke Iisede - Peine AG., Groß Bülten 

ITAG, Herm. v. Rautenkranz, Celle 

Kali-Chemie AG., Hannover 

Klöckner Werke AG., Castrop-Rauxel 

Ferd. Koller & Sohn, Celle 

Landkreis Osterholz, Osterholz-Scharmbeck 

Mobil-Oil AG. Celle 

Oldenburgisch-Ostfriesischer Wasserverband, 
Brake/Unterweser 

Preußische Bergwerks- und Hütten AG. 
(Preußag), Hannover 

Ruhrgas AG., Essen 

Felix Schoeller GmbH., Osnabrück 

Stadtwerke Eschwege, Eschwege 

Stadtwerke Osnabrück, Osnabrück 

Stadtwerke Wesei, Wesel Rhld. 

Städtische Werke Kassel 

Steinkohlenbergwerke Westfalen AG., 
Ahlen/Westfalen 

Steinkohlenbergwerk Matthias Stinnes AG., Essen 

Steinkohlenbergwerk Viktor Ickern, Castrop-Rauxel 

Strohpapierfabrik Ostfriesland G.m.b.H. & Co., 
K. G., Leer 

Vereinigte Kaliwerke Salzdethfurt, Hannover 

Wasseramt Lüneburg, Lüneburg 

Wasserbeschaffungsverband "Bourtanger Moor", 
Meppen 

Wasserversorgungsverband Osthofen 

Wasserversorgungsverband Wörrstadt 

Wasserwirtschaftsamt Stade, Neuenhaus/Oste 

Westfälische Bohrgesellschaft A Siep & Co., 
Köln-Vogelsang 

Wintershall AG., Kassel 

ABROAD 

EUROPE 
AUSTRIA 

Osterreichische Mineralölverwaltung AG. (OMV), 
Wien 

Arbeitsgemeinschaft Osterreichische Mineralölver
waltung AG. - The British Petroleum Company 
Ltd. (Arge), Wien 

Vorarlberger Erdölgesellschaft m. b. H., Bregenz, 
formerly: Erforschung und Gewinnung von 
Bodenschätzen G. m. b. H., Bregenz 

I TAL Y 

Askania-Werke, Berlin-Friedenau 

SAFEN Societa per Azioni Forze Endogene Napola
tene, Roma 

SAMET Societa Meridionale Metano, Napoli, 
Via Cuma 28 

Ente Nazionale Metano, Roma 
Societa Idrocarburi Piazza Armerina (S. I. P. A.), 

Palermo 

Societa Idrocarburi Siracusana (S. I. S.), Siracusa 

Societa Idrocarburi Trapanese (S. I. T.), Trapani 

THE NETHERLANDS 

Staatsmijnen in Limburg, Centraal Proefstation, 
Treebeek 

Nederlandse Aardolie Maatschappij (N. AM.) 
Prins Bernhardstraat 2, Oldenzaal 

Nederlandsche Steenkolenmijnen "Willem-Sophia", 
Spekholzerheide 
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PORTUGAL 

Companhia dos Petr61eos de Portugal, Lisboa, 
Rua Castilho 90 

SPAIN 

Compania de Investigacion y Explotaciones 
Petroliferas, Madrid, by C. Deilmann Bergbau 
G. m. b. H., Bentheim 

SWEDEN 

Sverigs Geologiska Undersökning (S. U. G.), 
Ljunghusen 

sw I TZ E R LA N D 

Ing. E. Gutzwiller, Basel, Neubadstraße 17 
Dr. phil. J. Kopp, Ebikon, Kaspar-Kopp-Straße 125 
Gewerkschaft Elwerath, Hannover-Nienhagen 

Societe Anonyme des Hydrocarbures, Lausanne 

TURKEY 

N. V. Turkse Shell, Ankara 

Türkiye Petrolleri Anonim Ortakligi, Ankara 

Gesellschaft für Elektrometallurgie m. b. H., 
Düsseldorf 

Deutsche Erdöl-Aktiengesellschaft, Hamburg 

AFRICA 

UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC (EGYPT) 

The General Petroleum Company S. A E., 
P. O . Box 743, Cairo/United Arab Republic 
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LI B Y A 

Libya - Shell N. V. 
P. O. Box 1101, Tripoli/Libya 

Deutsche Erdöl-Aktiengesellschaft, Hamburg 

TUNISIA 

Societe de Recherches et d'Exploration des Petroles 
en Tunisie (S. E. R. E. P. T.), Tunis 

ASIA 

JA PA N 

Japan Petroleum Exploration Co. (JAPEX), Tokyo 

KAMARAN ISLANDS 

The British Petroleum Company Limited, London 

KINGDOM OF YEMEN 

Kingdom of Yemen by C. Deilmann Bergbau 
G. m. b. H., Bentheim 

UNITED ARAB REPUBLIC (SYRIA ) 

Societe des Petroies "Concordia" S. A R. L., 
P. O . Box 2326, Damascus 

SOUTH AMERICA 

BRAZIL 

PETROBRAS, Petr61eo Brasileiro S. A, 
Rio de Janeiro 
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REFRACTION AND REFLEXION SEISMIC 

By means of the seismic methods mainly employed by PR A K LA it is possible to obtain information 

about the elastic conditions of the earth. As the rocks are of different elastic properties, important 

data about the geological structure of the subsurface can be acquired if these differences can be 

measured directly from the surface. Even if the interpretation of seismic survey results cannot always 

give exact information about the subterranean conditions, this branch of science, due to an abun

dance of practical experience, has now developed to such an extent that test drilling for all kinds of 

mining can be located with a greater chance of success and failures can be greatly reduced. 

German scientists made the first theoretical seismic knowledge available for practical prospecting and 

passed it on to earth scientists all over the world. A considerable number of the pioneers who carried 

out the first seismic exploration work for oil companies in Germany and the United States, thirty or 

more years ago, today belong to the staff of PR A K LA. The development of seismic methods, including 

the designing of equipment and interpretation of the results, has always been of primary interest to 

PRAKLA, so that in all respects PRAKLA has become a match for any geophysical company in the 

world. 

How does seismic exploration work? 

The 5 eis mi c methods - refraction and reflection - use artificial earthquakes produced by detonation 

of explosive charges under the earth's surface. The times required by the seismic waves to travel from 

the shotpoint to a reflecting underground layer and back to the surface are measured by seismo

meters, sometimes called geophones. It is obvious that the travel times of the waves, roughly speaking, 

depend on the material of the layers through which they have to pass. We know by experience 

that many rocks have characteristic values of seismic velocity varying between 100 m/sec (320 feet 

per sec) to over 6000 m/sec (19000 feet per sec). 

The seismic refraction method is older, but is less used at the present. This method utilizes the 

waves which are refracted when they arrive at the boundaries of different strata of the subsurface. 

This gives useful information about the depth of the layers and their wave velocities. If, for instance, 

waves pass from a material of low velocity near the surface into one of higher velocity, a transfer 

of energy as weil as a reflection is effected at the boundary between the layers which submits the 

waves to refraction. Upon closer examination, it is shown that a constant exchange of energy between 

both materials ,is effected. Consequently, the wave passing through the second material at higher 

velocity can be recorded in the first material of lower velocity by means of geophones placed there, 

and the value of velocity can be determined. Particularly significant is the case where the wave 

travelling the longer path through the second material arrives at the geophone simultaneously, or even 

earlier, than the direct wave. The depth of the underground strata and other information can be 

calculated from the arrival time of the recorded waves. 

The seismic reflection method, on the other hand, proceeds in a much simpler way: the travel 

time of seismic waves reflected at the boundaries are recorded by geophones placed on the surface 

ne ar the shot. This method corresponds roughly with the well-known sonic depth-finder. 

Advantages of the Refraction Method: 

It is possible to obtain exact definitions of the velocity of the strata traversed by the seismic wave, 

and with this information the approximate position of strata can be calculated. 

Disadvantages of the Refraction Method: 

Considerable consumption of explosive charges is required to cover the long distances between the 

shot and the recording equipment. This method is restricted to cases where the seismic velocity of the 

layers increase with depth. 
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Seismic Exploration in Portugal 

Advantages of the Reflection Method: 
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Greater depths can be explored with small explosive charges/ regardless of the succession of layers. 

Immediate picture of results is possible by skillfully mapping the values of the seismograms. 

Disadvantages of the Reflection Method : 

The velocity conditions of strata passed by the seismic waves must be known or determined by 

auxiliary methods (well-Iogging/ empirical values/ or special measurements) . 

FIRST SE ISM IC 

REFRACTION 

EVENTS 
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SEISMIC EQU PMEN o F PR KLA APPROVED 
IN DOMEST C AND FOREIG COU TRI ES 

FROM THE FIRST SEISMIC EQUIPMENT 

TO THE MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDER 

PR A K LA ' s F ir s t Sei s mi ein v e s t i g a t ion s PRAKLA ' s First Wireless Time 
Transmitter for Refraction Surveys 

The theoretical and practical knowledge gained in earthquake seismology was first applied to problems 

of subsurface prospecting by the refraction method. 

Using this knowledge, "miniature earthquakes" were created, and the respective travel time of the 

shock waves starting from the point of detonation was recorded over distances of several miles by a 

seismometer operating with light-indicators. 

Eventually, the " artificial earthquake wave" of the shot was recorded not only by one, but simul

taneously by aseries of seismometers placed at different distances from the shot. The moment of 

shooting was transmitted 

recently 

recorder were housed in a light-proof tent. These three instruments recorded 

PRAKLA ' s First Refract ion Seismograph Equipment 

the seismogram - the base .for inte'rpretation 

- photographically. 

The mechanical-optical seismometer was aban

doned when the science of electronics advanced 

and was made available to seismic instrument 

designers. Now electro - dynamic seismo

meters or geophones are used almost exclu

sively. They transform the vibrations of the 

earth into electric currents, which are trans

mitted by cables to amplifiers. By means of a 

recording galvanometer they are registered on 

a photographic recording paper in the oscillo

graph. 

The electric geophones furthered the progress 

in seismic instrumentation, making possible the 

central recording system. By this means the 

19 



Se i sm i c Reflection Equipment at Work in Italy 

20 

earth-waves caused by one shot were recorded 

not only by one, but simultaneously by aseries 

of geophones placed at different places on 0 n e 

film, which also contained the shot break and 

the time scale. This recording takes place in a 

dark room mounted on a truck. In the early 

days of geophysical prospecting a trailer 

was used for this purpose, so that it could be 

pulled by horses, for example, in difficult areas. 

When seismic refraction exploration was super

seded by the reflection method enormous impetus 

to the scientific exploration of large petroleum 

areas was noted, and there was a sudden rise 

in the demand for better equipment. 

PRAKLA had a large and early share in this 

development. Instead of the older equipment 

that seems rather primitive today, seismic appa

ratus for recording 24 to 48 traces was developed 

and mounted on big trucks, suitable for cross

country driving. These instruments can be taken 

out of the truck and used as a portable outfit. 

The latest results of research in electron ics here 

helped to develop equipment that shows satis-
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Modern Se i smi c Equipment 
Mounte d i n Volkswagen 

foctory results in filtering, mixing, 

ond volume control, even under 

extremely difficult conditions. The 

world-wideoperotionsof PRAKLA 

hove proved the reliobility of 

these instruments. 

In spite of the increosing com

plexities of electronic circuits, 

the parts of the lotest Standard 

PRAKLA Equipment are kept so 

small that the outfit can be built 

into the "Volkswagen" or the 

Mercedes-Unimog trucks. There is ample room fo r the observer to operate the equipment and to 

develop the records. The weight of the geophones and cables has been reduced, so that the laying 

of the spread preparatory to shooting the record takes only a minimum of ti me. 

One of the latest instrument developments is th e Magnetic Tape Recorder. Here, too, PRAKLA is 

leading. Starting in 1954, PRAKLA was one of the fi rst companies to use the Magnetic Tape Recorder 

in field work. 

Realizing that equipment development is a never end ing task, PRAKLA 's policy of cont inuing resea rch 

guarantees that the equipment developed, both in quality and accuracy, will always be unrivalled. 
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PRAKLA'S STANDARD SEISMOGRAPH EQUIPMENT 

T 0 meet the requ irements of all seismic problems 

P RA K LA developed a standard set of equipment. 

Versatile and compact, it is suitable for normal 

reflection or refraction shooting, shallow reflection 

mapping, high resolution reflection recording, mag

netic tape operations, mining geophysics, etc. By 

using modern miniature components and techniques, 

easily interchangeable filters and control circuits, 

this equipment is portable and consists of separate 

units, weighing about 20 kgs (40 Ibs) each. The 24-

channel instrument comprises 4 cases and accessories, 

and is supplied by only one battery. It can easily 

be carried by 5 to 7 men. 

The light metal cases which contain the standard 

equipment can be mounted in a truck on supports 

padded with sponge rubber or can be used with 

shoulder straps to ensure transportation in any kind 

of terrain. Depending on terrain conditions, VW 

caravans or all-wheel drive Mercedes Unimogs are 

used. 

The standard equipment represents a top product 

of seismograph instrumentation and naturally includes 

all the important features of a modern seismograph, 

such as automotic gain control, suppression ond 

expander circuits, LC band-pass filtering with mony 

combinotions of low-cut and high-cut filters and 

adjustoble slopes. High goin and minimum distortion 

are also feotured. The apporatus hos proved its 

reliobility in torrid desert reg ions os weil os in 
AP -16 Equipment in Operation 

AP 16.Seismograph 
Amplifier 

Amplifier Case with 
12 Amplifiers, Test
end Mixing Penel 
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severe cold and in damp marsh areas, owing to the fact that sensitive parts are hermetically sealed 

with epoxy resin or by soldering. 

All individual components, such as amplifiers, test panel, mixing panel, master panel, logarithmic 

amplifier, timing unit, etc., are constructed as plug-in units, thus ultimate versatility and easy servicing 

are achieved. 

The Standard Equipment includes the following sections: 

The Test Pa ne I, which is equipped with push-button switches to permit quick checking of geophone 

circuits immediately before the shot. 

The Mix in 9 Pa ne I is a plug-in unit, so that mixing method and percentage can be changed, such 

as two-channel mixing with optional direction (percentage of the adjacent channel either 50 % or 

less), three-channel mixing (25 % of each of the adjacent channels, or any other percentage) plus any 

desired splitting for cross spreads, etc. 

The Auto m a ti c Ga in Co n tro I (AGC) system is a specially designed circuit having several advan

tages, to give the utmost fidelity in the amplitude character of reflection pulses und freedom from 

distortion. 

The Attenuation Elements, consisting of two dual diodes, are regulated by a special circuit (pat. 

pending), giving complete symmetry of the diode control voltages, decoupling of both attenuation 

elements, and control without phase shifting. 

The parts which determine the AGC Time-Constants are concentrated in a plug-in unit, so that by 

a simple change every suitable combination of action and recovery time can be accomodated. 

Owing to the complete symmetry of the diode control voltages, the AGC system is free of unbalance 

swing facilitating the recording with very short AGC time-constants also in the normal seismic fre

quency range, which in consequence allows high resolution of reflections following in rapid succession. 

The Control Rectifier is combined with components which prevent overloading of the AGC system. 

The Program Gain Control (PGC) system (presuppression with expander) is centrally adjustable 

(for all amplifiers) as weil as individually (for each amplifier) and pre-Ioads the AGC system to 

achieve rapid contrei of the initial energy. The PGC system can be triggered by a geophone or by the 

time break. 

Power Supply Case wilh Communieation 
Amplifier, logarilhmie Amplifier, 
Geophone Tester, eie. 
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The Pre-Amplif i cation is adjustable In steps by a dual element 

switch simultaneously in front and after the first stage, so that over

loading by a big shot is prevented. 

The Normal Band-Pass is composed of LC and RC sections and 

has steep slopes covering the refraction and the normal reflection 

band (5 to 90 cps range). By using AGC plug-in units with short 

time-constants, the filter positions for the higher frequencies allow a 

considerable resolution of the seismic signals. 

The First Event -Mark device (pat.) effects uniform, exact first 

arrivals on all traces at the beginning of the seismogram. These are 

independent of the rate of suppression, and are unfiltered and unmixed. 

SO · Trace Oscillograph 

For this purpose, a small part of the 

seismic signal is split off at the input 

of each amplifier and passed through 
2S - Trace Osci ll ogroph 

a transistorized broad-band amplifier to an electronic switch operating 

a glow lamp. The first arrivals, rising above the natural seismic 

noise-Ievel, operate the electronic switch without time delay and 

attenuation. The switch pulse is immediately transferred to the output 

of the seismic amplifier by-passing all filter and control stages and 

automatically disconnecting the electronic switch. 

The Loga rithmic Amplifier allows the recording of the enveloping 

curve of AC voltage from a geophone channel on a surplus trace, 

which also serves for the up-hole time pulse. This maximum value 

curve, recorded on a logarithmic scale, shows additional information 

about the absolute amplitude of ground movement, energy of the 

shot, energy ratio of two reflections, etc. The amplifier can be ad

justed by changing filters and time constants for specia I survey 

tasks. 

The Geophone Tester (pat. pend .) permits an immediate test of the 

connected geophones during the layout. This device, working indepen

dently of the actual equipment, also contains a transistorized pulse 

generator, which supplies each circuit in the geophone cable with a 

continuous succession of uniform DC impulses. These pulses are con

verted into mechanical shocks in the geophone by energizing the 

moving coil in one direction. They can be generated with sufficient 

energy only when good electrical contact of the proper polarity is 

made. These pulses in the geophones, which can be feit and heard, 

prevent less experienced helpers from making mistakes. They perm it 

a permanent test of continuity, polarity, and functions of the geophones. 

The 25-Trace Oscillograph has, despite its small size and light 

weight (22 Ibs), all the qualitities necessary for production of faultless 

seismograms. Features, such as temperature compensated tuning-fork 

for tim ing, centrifugal governor-controlled paper drive motor, and ad

justable paper speed, are standard . 

48-Channel Equipment w i t h SO -T rac e Osc ill ograph , 
Mounted i n Recording T ru ck 



15-W Short Wave Transmitter 
Receiver Set 

SEISMIC EQUIPMENT 

FOR SPECIAL PROBLEMS 

A 50-trace oscillograph is used for the simulta

neous recording of mixed and unmixed 

seismograms. Weighing only 40 pounds it is 

one of the lightest of its kind . In this method 

the output energy of the amplifiers is split into 

two parts; the unmixed part is led to a set of 

24 galvanometers, the other part goes through 

a special mixing panel to the other set of 24 

galvanometers. 

For 48-channel re-

co rd i n 9 with 48 geophone groups and 48 amplifiers of the same type, a 

50-trace oscillograph is also used. This twin apparatus is mounted on a larger 

Mercedes-Unimog-S truck. 

The h i 9 h r eso I u ti 0 n of seismic reflection pulses, by means of which the map

ping of reflections from shallow horizons, pinchouts, lenses, and 

similar structures is achieved, uses the filter setting "Z" (32 cps - 250 cps) 

or " H " (45-360 cps), AGC plug-in units with short t ime constants, and an 

oscillograph with twice the usual number of time lines (0.005 sec. spacing) 

and twice the usual paper speed. 

The 48-c h a n ne I HN system is used for the more difficult problems. Only 24 

geophone groups are necessary to operate the 24 amplifiers with normal 

filters (N) parallelled with 24 amplifiers with filters and AGC plug-in units for 

high resolution (H). The output voltages are separately recorded on two 

oscillographs of 25 traces each, which are operated on a common starting 

switch. The two oscillographs are equipped with time-line flash bulbs which 

are actuated in parallel by a common electronic time pulse generator. The 

H-oscillograph utilizes double paper speed. This double apparatus is normally 

mounted on a Unimog-S. 

Cable Support with 550m ( 1700 fI ) 
of 24 - Conductor Cable 

Refraction Geophone , Type G 61 

Reflection G e ophone, Type G 25 
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For the Magnetic Tape Recorder a filter setting "M " 

is required which, in addition to the normal cut-off fre

quencies, has a wide band position of 500 cps. This wide 

frequency range, together with the long time conslant 

AGC plug-in units, provide the preamplification for the 

modulators. For this use the oscillograph is also equ ipped 

with a flash light timing system to transform the timing 

frequency on the magnetic tape into the usual decade 

time lines. 

Refraction Seismology usually requires only 12 chan

nels. In addition to the low-frequency geophones and 

special cables, the communications equipment necessitates 

transmitter-receiver stations, which normally work on the 

ultra short-wave lengths. If required, radio equipment of 

longer wave lengths is supplied . 

SEISMOGRAPH ACCESSORIES 

PR A K LAis constantly endeavouring to equip its seismo

graph crews with an abundance of fieldworthy accessories, 

including the necessary spare parts, such as cables and 

geophones as weil as devices for detecting cable faults, 

cable moulding devices, and test oscilloscopes. 

The Reflect i on Geophone, Type G -25, is a product of 

long experience in field use. Despite its high sensitivity, it 

is suitable for roughest use in open country. The connecting 

cable can very easily be replaced . The G-25 Geoghone 

can be adapted to all kind5 of different cond itions by means 

of interchangeable ground spikes or plates. Because of the 

high percentage of internal damping the G-25 Geophone 

is especially suitable for multiple grouping. 

The Refract i on Geophone, Type G -61 , isprov ided with 

a new kind of magnetic suspension of 1 he moving coil (pat 

pend.). Min imum size of a low-frequeny oscillation system 

without a locking device is achieved by this magnetic suspen 

sion. In addition to its high sensitivity the G -61 Geophone is 

capable of separating even the smallest signal from the noise. 

PRAKLA parties use light-weight geophone cables that 

serve all normal demands in field use. The insulation consists 

of a varnish coating, braiding and a plastic cable jacket. 

The new and non-interchangeable multip!e-contact takeouts 

(pat. pend .) are moisture-proof and are sealed to the cable 

jacket. They give a continuous contact even in difficult 

cases. The special 24-pole miniature plugs at the end of 

the cable guarantee trouble-free operations. 

The portable reel is of noncorrosive aluminium alloy 

and permits easy coiling of the cable in field use. 

The B I aste r is housed in a handy case that contains, in 

addition, a microphone-Ioudspeaker, an ohmmeter to test 

the cap circuit, and the time-break device. 
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Theportabledeveloping equipment is madeofstainless 

steel plate and can be used in a survey truck or in a tent. 

The cable fault detector allowseasytestingoftheca

bles, independent of the survey equipment. The following 

checks can be made: continuity, rough (precision ± 50 m) 

and exact (± 1 cm) location of a fault in the cable, testing 

of takeouts, and the determination of insulation resistance 

between the conductors. The handy test condenser for 

locating the break is equipped with transistors. 

With the help of the ca b lern 0 u I d in 9 d e v i c e the cable 

jacket is c10sed properly after each repair. Interchangeable 

moulds allow the forming of cables and takeouts. 

The test oscilloscope is of the cathode-ray type espe

cially designed for seismic demands. It is suitable for fre

quency checks of seismic amplifiers and geophones. The 

trigger switch allows easy observation of the action of the 

seismic amplifier. The test oscilloscope is of great help to 

the party in finding and repairing operational troubles in 

the geophones and amplifiers. 

View of the laboratory for 
Precision Mechanics 

Cable Moulding Device 
for Cable Repairs 

Service Oscilloscope for Amplifier 
and Geophone Testing 
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PRAKLA'S MAGNETIC TAPE RECORDING SYSTEM 

Geophysicists made use of the latest techniques in the magnetic sound recording field by developing 

a suitable magnetic tape recorder for seismic refraction and reflection measurements. This system gives 

unlimited freedo.m to play back the seismic oscillations stored on the magnetic tape, varying amplifier-, 

filter-, and mixing settings. This method permits to obtain a maximum of seismic information. 

The use of magnetic tape recorders is of special importance in new areas, where no experience has 

yet been ga ined as to the best possible adjustment of ,the seismic equipment for the recording of 

reflected and refracted waves occurrng in this particular area. Problems in the exploration of subsur

face strata, which seemed unimportant or unsolvable when the records were made, can be taken up 

again aft~r~ 1ears without further field surveying . 

PR A K LA , at an early date, realized the importance of magnetic tape recording for applied seismo

logy, and in co-operation with a well-known American instrument factory developed suitable survey

ing equipment. This outfit has long since passed the development stage and was the first field appa

ratus of its kind used in Europe. It has proven a great success in practical field work for locating 

mineral deposits. 

The seismic signals are conducted through preamplifiers and then through modulators which convert 

the AC voltage supplied by the geophones into frequency variations. Up to 28 traces can be record

ed at the same time, the input frequency between 5 and 500 cps being of uniform good quality. 

The modulated input voltages are led to the magnetic tape by special recording heads. A dynamic 

range of 60 db (meaning that the input voltage can vary in the ratio of 1: 1000) is still recorded 

with great accuracy. The wide dynamic range permits the automatic :control at the preamplifiers to 

be reduced to a low degree, giving more detail comapred with the narrow dynamic range of the 

standard equipment. The playback is effected by the use of a common seismic apparatus. 

The magnetic tape recorder is of great importance in field use. The filter positions, for example, can 

be varied in such a way that every reflection will give the best possible interpretation. It will often 

be necessary to obtain individual seismograms for the interpretation of special reflections. Not only 
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the filter positions, but also the gain controls of the 

seismic amplifiers can be va ried during playback 

from the magnetic tape. This allows satisfactory results 

even in difficult recording areas, especially if con 

ditions vary considerably between the shots. 

The field equipment for magnetic tape recording is of 

up-to -date design, transistors in printed circuits being 

used in all essential units. This makes the recording 

equipment and the power supply units so handy-sized 

that they can be easily carried by men, thus permitting 

their employment in areas inaccessible for cars. 

The magnetic tape is also of great help in refraction 

surveys because the wide dynamic range can be fully 

used and the desired events can, according to con 

ditions prevailing, be scaled in the oscillograms. Beside 

the first events it is now possible to make additional 

signals visible by skilful playback. In the case of 

standard ampliflers these are not discernable. 

The magnetic tape further permits making independent 

time corrections on every trace before recording the 

At Wo rk in the Magnetic Tape Recording Truck. 

Right: Magnetic Tape Drum , behind it : Paper-Oscillograpn 

with Pre-Ampl ifi ers and Modulators . 

In the Backgrou nd the Seismic Equipm ent . 

~ Princ ip le of Magn eti c Tape Recording 

-------
fo1ogn~tbond 

~Cog-n-et-k-OP..-f-e-

Oszillogrophenpapi(>r 

12" Oszillog[gR,h(>nschleiffn 

dlJlator~n r-1 0 

Principle of Playback of a Seismic Magnetic Recording 
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seismogram. This cannot be done in any other way. Here the magnetic heads a re moved 

against each other in such a way that time delays caused by different topog raphical con 

ditions or by weathering layers, as weil as travel time differences caused by the geophone 

spacing are compensa ted. The mixing of the reflection pulses thus brought into phase is 

very effective and results in a considerably improved signal -to-noise ratio . By mounting 

these seismograms travel time profiles can be obtained. Finally, the shifting of the heads, 

according to velocity curves, permits a fully automatie plotting of seismic cross -sections. 

The playback of the magnetic records at the PRAKLA head office in Hannover is described 

on page 30 a. 

In terior View of a 

Magnetic Ta pe Record ing Truck 
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PRAKLA'S PLAYBACK CE NTRE 

The numerous advantages to be gained from using magnetic recording techniques in seismic reflec

tion and refraction surveys have been discussed on the preceding pages. Because of power and 

portability requirements, it is necessary to operate the field equipment on batteries and limit its 

physical size. On the other hand, equipment permitting an endless variety of playbacks is necessarily 

very large, consumes much power, and is too expensive to be placed with every field crew. Hence it 

follows that such playback systems can only be built as stationary centres. 

With these considerations in mind, PRAKLA established its playback centre in Hannover. Here, PRAKLA 

has installed playback systems which make it possible to use most data-processing techniques known 

today. By removing or exchanging individual units, the systems can be readily adapted to include 

new techniques as they are developed. 

At present, the production of single seismograms, classical selsmlc sections in wiggle-type recording, 

and sections in variable density are a few of the many functions the PRAKLA playback systems are 

capable of. 

For intensive detailed interpretation, PRAKLA has designed the SEIKA System for the production of 

single seismic records. In a SEIKA playback the recorded data are demodulated, amplified, filtered, 

and mixed. There are more variations possible in respect of band width, slope of the filters, AGC

time constants, mixing-ratio, and paper speed than with standard field equipment. 
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GEODATA 

Seismic Cross-Sect ion 

in Wiggle-Type 

Representation 



-

Drum with Mova ble 

Magn etic Heads 

Mixing Pane ls 

SEI K A 

In order to eliminate surface influences and to sepa

rate reflections of different dip static corrections, those 

that do not depend on travel time, are taken into 

account. The illustrations are examples of the improve

ment in record quality obtainable by the application 

of these corrections. 

Changes in filter settings, AGC-time constants, etc. are 

made by a 'single-button control ', which simultaneously 

operates all 24 channels. 

An important part of the SEIKA System is the visu a l 

display unit consisting of a cathode-ray viewing screen , 

on which an arbitrarily adjustable portion of the seis

mic record is rendered visible. Thus it is possible to 

instantaneously check the influence of the various in 

strumental settings and applied time corrections on the 

quality of the data. 

Moreover, it will be possible In the near future to use 

the SEIKA System for the transcribing and stacking 

of magnetic records. Stacking is a process whereby the 

signal -to -noise ratio is substantially improved by com

bining the data from several individually shot records 

into one record. 
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Variations in Filter Settings 

Separation of Reflections of Different Dip (+ = Multiple Reflections) 

... 

5 E I K A Playbacks 

Low-Frequency Playback, 

Optimum for Z 

H igh-Frequency Playback, 

Optimum for W 

Static Corrections to Eliminate 

Su rface I nfl uences 



The classical wiggle-type sections are produced by the GEODAT A. This SIE built system operates on 

the same principles as the SEIKA and has in addition a delay-line for the application of dynamic os 

weil as static corrections. Dynamic corrections are those that are applied to eliminate the travel 

time dependent hyperbolic curvature of the reflections and are a function of the velocity set into the 

control panel. The cross-sections are produced by sequentially recording the corrected data with 0 

pen recorder. The necessary switching from i-race to trace is automatie. Depending on the scale factor 

VARIABLE INTENSITY PLOTTER 

Visual Display of 0 

Variable-Density 

Seismic Profile 

Time-Deplh Curve 
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and the distance between traces required by the geophone spacing, the finished linear time sections 

will contain from 8 to 16 successive shot points. 

Variable-density seismic cross-sections are made on the VIP (Variable Intensity Plotter) designed by 

Texas Instruments Inc. In addition to the application of the standard static and dynamic corrections, 

VIP incorporates an analog computer which makes it possible to produce seetions in linear depth as 

weil as linear time. When the proper velocity function is set into the front panel, a linear depth pres

entation gives a picture of the depth and dip of the reflecting horizons. 

PRAKLA field interpretation staff and the central office Interpretation and Computation Department 

cooperate closely to insure the full utilization of all advantages offered by the magnetic recording 

technique. 

Voriable-Density Cross-Section Recorded with VIP 
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In the Tunisian Desert ~ 

PRAKLA EQUIPMENT IN FIELD WORK 

Seismic recording equipment, which shows best results in the laboratory, is absolutely useless if not 

suited for field work. Therefore, PR A K LA particularly stresses the ruggedness and reliability necessary 

for field instruments. 

Many years of smooth operation of seismic crews at home and abroad have proven the capabilities 

of the equipment in any terrain and weather. Modern trucks, suitable for cross-country driving, sur

mount all road hazards. Instruments and other sensitive parts in these trucks are protected from 

vibration and against severe cold and tropical heat. Often the only way to the observation points 

leads through dense forests, over rugged mountains, deserts, swamped ground, or snow-covered areas 

As all parts of the new standard PRAKLA equipment can be easily taken out of the trucks and 

carried, seismic work presents no further difficulties even if unfavourable areas, such as swamps, 

marshes, moors, and mounta ins, involve great obstacles. Field work has become easier, as volume 

and weight of the equipment have been reduced to aminimum. This applies also to cables, geophones, 

and other accessories. 

Seismic Surveys in Marsh Area ~ 
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Well-trained field staff guarantees faultless and rapid 

exploration work. Party organization is of para mount 

importance. T rained shooters carry out the shooting pro

gram required for the seismic work; they have to pass 

examinations and must be officially licenced. Their expe

rience guarantees the economical consumption of explo

sives as weil as placing the shot in the most favourable 

positions. Mobile explosive storage bunkers, which can be 

Portable Seismic 

Equipment 

~ Yesterday 

towed as trailers behind any truck, are of great help to the shooter in seismic work 

But practice has shown that, although seismic field work is carried out with the greatest skill and best 

equipment, satisfactory reflections are not always obtained. Developments of the last few years have 

proven that special arrangements at the shot point, as weil as special placing of the geophones re

ceiving the seismic waves, will improve the results remarkably. 

Geophone 

on " Moorspie55 ' 
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Shooting Truck w ith Magazine Trailer Loading of Hole 

PR A K LA achieved this improvement years ago by stressing the directional effect of the generated 

and received seismic waves in difficult areos. Instead of detonating the explosive in one hole only, 

pattern shooting is used. This method uses 0 se ries of holes in which shots are exploded simultaneously. 

In addition to this, multiple geophones are provided for every trace. 

PR A K LA 's present practice for the Standard Field Equipment is to use three geophones per trace. This 

number can be increased if requested and if necessary. Efficient drilling parties dri ll the holes for 

pattern shooting in the quiekest and most economic way. 

If loose layers of material (e. g. peat) prevent contact between the geophones and the solid layers 

which transmit the waves, poor or sometimes no results are obtained at the recording station. In such 

cases P RA K LA successfully uses the "Moorspiesse" (metal stakes), which are driven through the loose 

layer and get into contact with the solid layers below. The geophones are connected to the "Moor

spiess" , so . that the transmission of the waves from the solid layers 

goes to the geophone via the "Moorspiess". 

In many cases improved response is furthered by tamping the drilling 

holes with cement (Patent applied for by P RA K LA). This method is 

successful in terrain with 0 very low ground-water level. 

Pattern shooting, the use of multiple geophones, the "Moorspiesse" , 

and tamping the shot holes with cement, used individually or com

bined, often show surprising results in seismic prospecting. They achieve 

perfeet or improved reflections on the seismogroms, which could not 

be obtained otherwise. 

Seismic Reflection W o rk in the Snow Laying Geopho n e s 
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Pattern Shooting 

Remounted Seismic 
Deflection Equipment 

Seismogrom 
from 0 Shallow Shothole 

The Same 
from 0 Deeper Hole 
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Se ismic Survey in Holland 

The great interest af foreign countries in the seismic method started with the developments of Mintrop 

more than 35 years ago, the first work of German seismic parties abroad being carried out in the 

United States. Today, many German geophysical crews are working in all parts of the world. 

PRAK LA, utilizing the many and varied skills of its personnei, some whose experience dates back to 

1920, has successfully handled many foreign contracts. Seismic, gravimetric, and magnetic surveys 

have been carried out for world -famous petroleum producers and other industrial compan ies in four 

continents. 

This work has enabled PR A K LA to ga in f ield experience in all possible conditions and to use the 

knowledge obtained to the best advantage of the cl ient. T oday, PR A K LA does not hesitate to undertake 

Seism i c Explosion near Mt. Etna 

Water Shot in Southern Sic i ly 

--~ 
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Seismic Party in Portugal 

PR A K LA Opera ted Outside Germany 

in the Following Countries : 

Brazil Libya Sweden 

France Netherlands Switzerland 

Greece Norway Spain 

Italy Austria Syria 

Japan Poland Czecho-Slovakia 

Jugoslavia Portugal T unisia 

Kamaran Roumania Turkey 

Hungary Soviet Russia Yemen 

Our men also worked in: 

Colombia 

England 

Mexico 

Portuguese 
East Africa 

Iran 

Rhodesia 

U. S. A. 

Union of 
South Africa 

Egypt 

Lebanon 

Libya 

Syria 



PRAKlA Fleet 

PRAKlA Camp in North Africa 

geophysical surveys of any kind in unfavourable areas, such as in the bush, 

in mountaineous terrain, or in the desert. It makes no difference wh ether the 

equipment has to be driven, carried, or transported on mules or boats P RA K LA 

parties are equipped to deal with the situation. The bases from which the seis

mic, gravimetrie, and magnetic parties carry out their daily work can be set 

up anywhere. They are equally at home in tents, house-boats, or in permanent 

buildings. 

Geophysicists, engineers, and the drilling staff of P RA K LA live in the remotest 

areas as, for example, in the deserts of Africa and Asia for months and 

even years at a time. They live in camps containing kitchens, mess, living

rooms, work-shops, computation rooms, and garage facilities. They are furn

ished with lhe best equipment available. The undisturbed execution of their 

tasks is made possible by a permanent supply of fresh water, food, fuel, and 

other materials. Special trucks and drilling rigs, made to meet the demands 

of desert, mountain, and marsh areas, help to solve the most difficult problems. 

In the water-covered areas of the Brazilian Amazon region of South America 

magnetic and gravimetrie work had to be made from boats. Under extremely 

unfavourable conditions of climate and under great difficulties of supply, 

reliable exploration work was carried out. 

PR A K LA is always ready to furnish equipment for complete geophysical 

expeditions from Germany to any part of the world. 

Camp Mess 

Camp Workshop 



Hause - Bo ots on Amazon R" I ve r 
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PRAKLA Survey Parties Wark 

in Every Cauntry 

and in Any Weather 

Foto: Sh ell 

Foto: Sh ell 



PRAKLA Equipment and 

Drilling Rigs 

Being Shipped for 

Operation Overseas 

Foto : Brockmöller 



DRILLING RIGS FOR ANY KIND OF SEISMIC EXPLORATION 

Seismic surveying requires the detonation of explosive charges in bore holes of suitable depth to pro

vide the primary seismic energy. If the charges are exploded at or near the surface the resulting shock 

is not heavy enough to set the ground vibrating. In populated areas, blast noise and damage to crops 

would, moreover, be objectionable. These difficulties can be avoided by exploding the charges fairly 

deep in the ground. 

PRAKLA, in dose co-operation with the drilling company of Au g. Go e t t k er, W a t h I i n gen 

near Ce II e , has, in recent years, developed different types of drilling rigs to suit any purpose, no 

matter whether drilling is to be done in loose ground or medium or very hard rock. 

In 1958, a permanent drilling staff of 475 men, plus a considerable number of auxiliary workers were 

exdusively employed by PRAKLA's seismic survey parties. About one and a half millions of meters 

were drilled during 1958. 

When surveys are to be started in a new area our drilling experts, relying on many years of experi

ence and a special efficiency in the drilling sector, are able, after abrief inspection of the soil condi

tions, to specify the proper equipment to be used or select another type of equipment if these con

ditions change essentially. The dose co-operation between the seismic and drilling experts engaged by 

PRAKLA also makes possible a quick and reliable decision as to whether single or pattern shooting is to 

be preferred in the individual ca ses. The drilling rigs are versatile enough to change over from drilling 

shallow holes a few feet deep to holes more than 300 feet deep. This is the range of hole depths nor

mally required for seismic exploration work. 

DRILLING STAFF WORKING FOR PRAKLA PARTIES 
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Mud Drilling 
in Portugal 

Since seismic surveying has to be carried out 

regardless of the terrain and the weather ·ehe 

drilling equipment has been constructed according 

Iy. The various types of drilling rigs at PRAKLA's 

disposal are suited to drill in any kind of material 

and also to meet the requirements of field use, that 

is, they are either mounted on cross-country i-rucks 

or are of the light, portable 'iype. 

The water required for drilling, at times considera

ble quanties, is carried to the drilling site by cross

country tank trucks. In areas where the water sup

ply is difficult - especially in arid regions - the 

drilling equipment can be adapted to compressed

air flushing. 

The following types of drilling rigs are used at present: 

1. Light, Portable Flush Drilling Rig 

Light mud drilling rigs, transported by 3 % ton all -wheel drive trucks, are used for drilling In soft 

ground. This equipment is of the portable type. 

250 liters/min. of water are pumped into the ground through pipes or hoses with apressure of 3 kg/ 

cm 2 by centrifugal pumps driven by a 7 HP internal combustion engine. If pipes are used they are pro

vided with Widia hard metal bits. Depths of down i·o 90 feet can be reached with this equipment. 
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Flush-
Drilling-

Rigs 

31. 12. 1947 3 

31. 12. 1948 9 

31. 12. 1949 15 

31. 12. 1950 24 

31. 12. 1951 27 

31. 12. 1952 30 

31. 12. 1953 29 

31. 12. 1954 13 

31. 12. 1955 20 

31. 12. 1956 34 

31. 12. 1957 28 

31. 12. 1958 21 

2. Light Drilling Equipment, Truck-Mounted - Type UNIMOG 

This light drilling ri g is mounted on a Da imler-Benz all -wheel drive Unimog and designed 

fo r shot holes of 120 mm in diameter and for depths of down to 240 feet. It is equipped 

with dual rotary pumps (perfo rmance 500 liters/min. with apressure of 8 kg /cm 2). A hoist 

operated by a V-belt drive is used to lift the pipes and to erect the hinged tubula r mast. 

The t urntable runs in an oil bath and is controlled by a three-speed transmission gear. 

Speeds from 20 to 200 r. p. m. can be reached. This cross-country drilling equ ipment is 

successfully used where drilling in medium-hard ground and easy manipulation a re re 

qui red. 

3. Medium-Heavy Drilling Rig, Truck-Mounted - Type E 52 

The E 52 d rill ing rig is mounted on a 3 % ton all -wheel drive truck and powered by an 

air-cooled 30 HP Deutz engine. The equ ipment cons ists of a piston pump supplying 215 

lite rs/min. of water with apressu re of 25 kg/cm 2, 2 hoists w ith conical clutches to press 

and haul the pipes, a hinged tubula r latt ice mast capab le of supporting 10 tons, and a 

turntable running in an o i l bath . The numbe r of revolutions varies from 20 "to 300 r. p. m. 

and is controlled by a five -speed "t ransmission gea r. 

This equipment is su itable f o r holes of 120 mm in diameter and depths of down to 450 

feet. 

J _ ~ ~ Drilling Output by PRAKLA Survey Parties 

~~~~ 
UNIMOG E 52 M 58 Performance in meters 

Carey- E 57 M 58 H Trucks SB 30 
Germany I Abroad I Power Arm H 58 Mayhew Total 

2 5047 

4 25985 

10 59155 
-

2 16 194332 

3 1 21 343167 

5 2 32 464955 

5 8 2 42 595780 

6 18 3 44 658498 

10 27 3 54 743013 

23 36 2 70 814351 

28 58 6 101 722885 517214 1 240099 

29 68 16 133 898388 683619 1582007 

4. Medium-Heavy Drilling-Rig, Truck-Mounted - Type E 57 

The E 57 drilling equipment is mounted on a 3 % ton all -wheel drive t ruck and powered 

by an air-cooled 56 HP 4 cylinde r Deutz engine. The double-piston pump supplies 450 lite rs 

of wate r pe r minute at a pressu re of 20 kg/cm2• The remain ing outfit of this equipment 

is the same as with type E 52. 

Medi um-Heavy Drilling Rig , 
Truck-M ounted - Type E 57 
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Medium-Heavy Drilling Equipment, 
Truck-Mounted - Type H 58 

5. Medium-Heavy Drilling Equipment, Truck-Mounted - Type H 58 

The H 58 drilling rig is mounted on a 3 V2 ton all-wheel drive chassis 

with an air-cooled 4 cylinder Deutz Diesel engine of 56 HP which also 

powers the drilling aggregate. The double-piston rotary pump sup

plies 450 liters of water per minute at apressure of 20 kg/cm2• 

A hydraulically operated jackknife drilling mast, which is capable of 

supporting 10 tons and has a height of about 20 feet, is equipped 

with two heavy-duty chains moving over a worm gear and driven by 

an oil engine. The upward and downward feed of the chains is mechan

ically and hydraulically adjustable to between 0 and 60 cm/sec. 

The hydraulically driven rotary swivel is equipped with two engines of 

14 HP each. If driven by one engine, the drill-pipe speed is 160 r. p. m. 

at a torque of 27 kg-m. With both engines connected in parallel, the 

speed slows down to 80 r. p. m., the torque becoming twice as high. 

This equipment is suitable for shot holes of 120 mm in diameter and 

depths of down to 450 feet. 

Owing to the fully hydraulical outfit of the H 58 drilling equipment, 

the attained drilling progress is considerably higher than with the 

conventional rigs. 

6. Heavy Drilling Equipment, Truck-Mounted - Type M 58 H 

The M 58 H drilling equipment is mounted on a 6 % ton Magirus all

wheel chassis with differential lock type "Saturn". The vehicle has an 

air-cooled 6 cylinder Deutz-V engine of 145 HP, which drives the 

drilling aggregates, too. 

For drilling with compressed air, the rig is equipped with a 3 cylinder 

piston compressor with a capacity of 11.7 m3/min and a 2 cylinder 

piston compressor with a capacity of 4.7 m3/min to suck off the drill 

cuttings. The possibility to couple both compressors guarantees ade

quate reserve for difficult circulation conditions. 

Heavy Drilling Rig , 
Truck-Mounted - Type M 58 



Heavy Drilling Equipment, 
Truck-Mounted - Type M 58 H 

According to requirements, the equipment can be adapted to 

water circulation. The double-piston circulation pump has a 

capacity of 450 liters of water per minute at 20 kg/cm2• 

The hydraulically operated hinged drilling mast and the feed of 

the chains by an oil engine is described in the paragraph deal

ing with the H 58 equipment. 

The rotary swivel driven by two 14 HP oil engines is infinitely 

variable between 0 and 160 r. p. m. and capable of drilling pipe 

lengths of 4 m without interruption. 

This equipment is suitable for shot holes of 120 mm in diameter 

down to a depth of 800 feet. 

7. Heavy Drilling Equipment, Truck-Mounted - Type SB 30 

The SB 30 drilling equipment is mounted on a 4 Y2 ton Magirus 

all-wheel drive truck of 90 HP. The hydraulic drilling unit is 

driven by the automotive engine. The inner diameter of the 

drilling spindie is 82 mm, spindie lift is 400 mm. The equipment 

can be adjusted to three different drilling speeds and a drill 

thrust 0f up to 7 tons. Two Salzgitter piston pumps furnish 430 

liters of water per minute with apressure of 25 kg/cm2• A three

speed capstan hoist has a lifting capacity of 3.5 tons in the 

single pull. 

This equipment is suitable for shot holes of 120 mm in diameter 

and depths' of down to 600 feet. 

Apart from these standard types, there are Mayhew Type 1500 

drilling rigs available for drilling shot holes in extremely diffi

cult areas, equipped for air and mud drilling. 

Bits and cutters from various manufacturers are used for i"he 

truck-mounted drilling rigs described under 2. - 7., the suitable 

type being selected according to the formations encountered. 



Computation 

Recording of Seismograms 

C ENT RAL OFFICE IN HANNOVER 

Depa rt ment fo r Computation and Interpreta tion 
Staffed wi th Geolog ists and Geophysic ists 

MANAGEMEN T 

CLIENT 

COMPUTATION 
AND RESULTS OF 

SEISMIC REFLECTION 
SURVEYS 

INTERPRETATION 
AND CONTROL 

OF THE RESULTS 

PRAKLA Supervisor 

... Office of Field ~ 
Party 

Advisors of Client 

The accurate performance of seismic measure

ments in the field necessitates a smooth 

w6rking organisation of the party. Besides, 

the shot-holes have to be drilled quickly, and 

all technical facilities have to be exploited 

in recording the seismic reflection and refrac

tion waves by modern instruments operated 

by a well-trained staff. 

Seismograms, however good they may be, 

are of no use if the recorded wave arrivals are 

not computed in such a way that they present 

a true picture of the underlying strata. The 

same painstaking care applied to the mea

surements in the f ield must also be used to 

obtain a perfect interpretation of the seis -

mograms. 

From the start, PRAKLA has stressed the importance of having a well-trained staff of scientists entrusted 

with the computation and interpretat ion of the material that accrues during the measurements. 

PRAKLA's staff includes scientific supervisors, scientists, and experienced party chiefs for all branches 

of Applied Geophysics. They are assisted by engineers and other expe rts, who help the scientists of 

the field party with the computation work . 

On the basis of long years of experience PRAKLA thinks it necessary to solve current geophysical 

problems on the spot. Central computation of the values measured done in offices far away from 

the survey area is generally avoided. Every field party has a scientist who establishes his office with 
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a computing staff in the survey area. The seismograms, for instance, are computed the same day 

they are recorded and immed iately plotted in profile and depth -line maps. The programme for the 

next day depends to a great extent on the results obtained on previous days. This enables the party 

chief to decide at once how to place the shots and geophones for next day's work (pattern shooting, 

multiple geophones, distance of the geophones, etc.) and how to adjust the instruments (filters, am

plifiers, mixing, etc.). 

Thus, the geophysicist maintains a very close connection with the problems he has to solve. His task 

is to furnish preliminary reports to the client from time to time and, besides, to prepare the compu

tation and interpretation in his field office so that the final report is nearly ready when the party 

moves to a new area. 

While the survey is under way, the party chiefs are assisted by senior geophysicists of long experience, 

who are known as supervisors. They also act as liaison men between several parties they supervise 

in exchanging scientific and practical experience and in keeping up relations with the central office 

in Hannover. 

A close relationship is also maintained with the advisors of the employing company so that necessary 

changes in the programme can be made without loss of time. 

The carefully examined interpretation results and reports are first sent to the central interpretation de

partment of PR A K LA in Hannover, where they are once more checked and revised by geological 

experts before being forwarded to the client. 

The latest information on the progress in geophysical science is currently made available to the 

scientific and technical staff of all survey parties by the central office in Hannover in the shape 

of all kinds of literature, journals, magazines, translations, and books from PR A K LA's own 

Block Diagram Representatio n 

of Seismic Reflection Resu lts 



library. A great number of scientific publications and unpublished 

works by the staff members of PRA K LA as weil as participation 

in national and international congresses permit the immediate 

application of the latest research results to the practical work 

and enable P RA K LA to keep up with international research. 

There are many examples that investigation results which for 

years seemed to give a true picture of the subso il had to be 

revised as a consequence of the application of the modern com

putation and interpretation methods (taking into account the 

refraction of rays in seismic reflections, three-dimensional ana

Iyses, etc.) . 

• Suitable Selection of Frequencies for Layers of 
Slight Thickness 

I 
c .. 



Interp reting in the Tent of a Desert Camp 

SPECIAL INTERPRETATION 
WITH UP-TO-DATE METHODS 

Owing to the technical perfection of seismic record ing equipment of the last years, the quality of the 

seismograms recorded in the field has improved m.ore and more. However, an improvement in the 

quality of survey results is of no use unless the employed evaluation methods take into account the 

enhanced record ing accuracy. Consequently, the methods used to convert the recorded travel times to 

depths and dips of the reflecting and refracting ho rizons had to be kept in step with the technical 

development. Athough not all cases require the application of the new computing and plotting 

methods acquired in the course of this development, it has been found advantageous to make use of 

these methods when dealing with special problems. 

The evaluation methods satisfying the enhanced recording accuracy often are based on complicated 

mathematical considerations; sometimes, this makes their appl ication to special problems so time-con 

suming that such work cannot be done in the office of a field party. PRAKLA, therefore, established 

a department for computation and inte rpretation whose task it is to evaluate the survey results of 

particularly difficult investigations by means of special methods, and also to place at the parties' 

disposal such data that pe rmit the rout ine interpretation to be done quickly and with a quality cor

responding to that of the survey results. 

Foto : Shell 

Foto: Shell 



Example of a Three-Dimensional Interpretation 
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As an example for the application of a special evalution method 

be given the depth computation taking into account the t h re e -

dimensional refraction. As a rule, in the representation of seismic 

reflection results by depth contours it may be assumed that the 

sound ray does not leave the 'plane of profile'. However, this 

assumption is fulfilled only if the survey lines are normal to the 

direction of the strike of all horizons to be represented and of all 

horizons refracting the sound ray. This condition, on the other 

hand, can be complied with only if all horizons have the same 

direction of strike. If the horizons of the various tectonic levels 

have a different direction of strike, and if the angles of incidence 

are too wide to permit the refraction of the sound ray to be 

neglected, the determination of depth and dip of the reflecting 

horizons will not lead to satisfactory results unless the sound ray 

is traced three-dimensionally in space. 

PRAKLA has developed a mathematical procedure which allows a 

rational plotting of the above-mentioned kind. Specially designed 
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Isochronous Map of Horizon C 

green lines = lines of equal ze ro
spread times and limitation of 
isochronous map 

black numbers = zero-spread depths 

Depth-Contour Map of Horizon C 
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depth contours and limitation of depth-contour map 
limitation of isochronous map 
projection of sound rays 

red lines 
green line 
green rays 
black arrows direction of dip of refracting horizon at point of penetration 

Example: For the application of an electronic digital 
computer for determination of the depth. 
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analog computers facilitate the performance of the extensive arithmetical operations involved in the 

application of complicated methods. (A detailed description of the three-dimensional evaluation is 

given in No. 2 of the TECHNICAL REVIEW of PRAKLA.) 

The data prepared by the computing department for the field parties include time-distance tables and 

time-distance diagrams. When plotting the horizons, it is recommended for many survey areas to 

use between the velocity discontinuities a velocity varying with depth or travel time, instead of using 

a constant velocity. The mathematical functions based on variable velocities are easy to determine 

from velocity survey results obtained from wells in the vicinity of the survey area. However, the 

computation of the time-distance tables and the time-distance diagrams is laborious if done by hand. 

For some time, PRAKLA employs electronic digital computers for the solution of such tasks. Conse

quently, the necessary diagrams and tables, which are made up by PRAKLA's computing department 

for the special ca ses, can be given to the field parties within a very short time. 

It is not unusual that the planning of supplementary surveys in concessions in which already several 

seismic reflection investigations were carried out is rendered difficult by the fact that the representa

tions of the previous survey results were based on different velocities. Owing to lack of personnel or 

time it is often impossible to make a combining review on the various surveys. In order to remove 

this difficulty, PRAKLA investigated whether or not it would be possible to quickly solve problems of 

the above-mentioned kind by means of electronic digital computers. After the conclusion of extensive 

scientific work it is now possible to calculate by means of a digital computer depth and dip of the re

flecting horizons from the recorded zero-spread times, even taking into account the refraction and 

the curvature of rays. The employment of such a computer is particularly recommended for the inter

pretation of marine seismic survey results, as here very extensive survey material is yielded within a 

short time. 

Three-Dimensional Interpretation Being Carried Out 



SEISMIC REFLECTION EXPLORATION 

FOR THE PETROLEUM INDUSTRY AND EXAMPLES OF RESULTS 

The success achieved by seismic exploration work in 

the search for petroleum and natural gas deposits has 

established Applied Geophysics as one of today's 

most valuable means for finding useful mineral de

posits. 

It is only the seismic method - in this ca se especially 

the seismic reflection method - which is able to 

supply reliable information on the tectonics of the 

deposit in question, if necessary, combined with 

previous gravimetrie reconnaissance surveys, 

before expensive drilling for petroleum or 

gas can be started . 

The most important types of tectonic structures 

which permit an accumulation of oil or gas are 

anticlines, outcrops, faults, and salt domes. These 

structures are shown schematically by our illustrations. 

The simplest type of a petroleum or natural gas de

posit is lhe an t i c I i n e, a closed, more or less elonga ted 

bulge of layers, at the culmination of which oil or 

gas accumulate in porous or jointed rocks topped by 

impervious layers. 

A further possibility for the accumulation of bitumen 

Prospeet i ng for Oil in Tun i sia 

is offered in the outcrop of dipping layers covered by impermeable layers (stratigraphie trap), 

the accumulation occurring in the highest part of the outcrop. This kind of deposit is found in struc-

tures within the basin or at its flanks. 

A third kind of structure occurs in fa u I ts of dipping layers in petroleum- and gas-bearing formations, 

provided that impermeable layers border the reservoir rock on the far side of the fault. 

The most complicated form of oil and gas structures is the sa I t dom e with its uplifted and broken 

flanks, often intensely faulted and with leached culmination regions. Here practically all kinds of the 

previously described reservoir structures are possible. 

For the past 20 years PRAKLA has investigated numerous areas in Germany and in foreign countries, 

where the problems mentioned above had to be solved for the petroleum industry. The necessary, 

and sometimes very extensive, measurements were successfully carried out by PR A K LA, no matter 

how difficult the conditions. 

The interpretation of these surveys is carried out by a staff of experienced geophysicists, geologists, 

and mineralogists. Th is enables PRAKLA's clients to locate drilling or mining sites at the most fa

vourable positions. 

Antiel i ne Stratigraph i e Trap Fault 

The Main Types of O i l Reservoir Struetures 

Salt Dome 



in the Seismog rams 

Stratigraphie Traps 

in the Geologieal Cross-Seetion ~ 

Cretaeeous Antieline with Down-dropped Northern 
Part, Mapped by Refleetion Seismology and Dril 
ling. Oil Produetion Will Be Critieally Influeneed 
by the Transverse Fault 
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Seismogroms Sh ow ing Slightly Dipp i ng Layers w i th Antithetical Faults 

5 

ectonic Movements, Often Causes 
f(W1~Jt!!J~~'j~a;Shift in the Course of Time. Th is Ac

~fl'm~~~i~~~e" of Oil Production from Mesozoic Reser
~::ti.ll!!JJI~..".c)m That of Gas Production from the Zechstein . 
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Ba sed on Reflection Se i smology and D ri ll i ng ( after Hecht, v Helms, Kehrer) 
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SEISMIC REFLECTION EXPLORATION 
IN OTHER BRANCHES OF MINING (COAL, POTASH, ETC.) 

AND SPECIAL SEISMIC REFLECTION INVESTIGATIONS 

The success achieved by the seismic reflection method in petroleum exploration throughout the world 

has also come to the attention of other branches of mining. For the prospecting for coal, potash, and 

ore - as weil as for the layout of conveyor systems - seismic exploration is used on an ever

increasing scale. 

It has also been experienced that deep wells, which are necessary for final prospection, can be 

located far more systematically if geophysical data are available. Problems such as avoiding faults, 

recognition of leached openings in salt, and prospecting for mineral springs in leached zones, etc., 

are in most cases successfully solved by the seismic methods. 

The search for coa I depends on determining the depth and folding of the coal-bearing layers. 

Further, all fractures in the overburden and in the seamy 

rocks have to be located. Since the folding in coal-bearing 

rocks is often of great intensity, and sandstone - impor

tant for its reflecting properties - occurs in rapid suc

cession, PRA K LA 's high resolution instruments are inval

uable. This kind of equipment is equally successful for 

use in areas where the deposit lies directly beneath the 

surface. 

The seismic reflection method is of similar importance in 

the exploration of potash-bearing salt deposits and 

in the prospection of mine fields. The hanging- and foot

wall boundaries of platelike or thick lenticular salt de

posits appear as good reflection horizons. This enables 

us to determine depth and thickness of the salt, and to 

locate faults and the dreaded leached zones. It is also 

possible to map the folding in salt, unless it is too inten

sive. 

Information about the tectonic characteristics of sedimen

tary ore deposits, such as ore breccia at the base of a 

transgression, oolitic iron ore deposits, etc., can mostly be 

obtained without difficulty by mapping the subsurface 

layers with the help of the seismic reflection method. 

S p e c i als eis m i c re f I e c t ion i n v es t i 9 a ti 0 n s fo r 

mining and other branches of industry usually require 

the mapping of thinner or near-surface layers, respec

tively. Recording equipment of high resolution is essential 

here, and PRAKLA has already employed such equip

ment in the exploration for coal and salt with great suc

cess. 

It is not only the reflection method that is important for 

solving mining problems, though. Also seismic velocity 

~=::::=::!::=,==:::!:=::!::::::!:=::!::::::::==:!==::::!:=::::!:=::=:::!==::!::::::::==:!::==!::::!:==::::!:::=::::!======::::!:::::::!:::=:::!:::::::!:=~E=:;rd~rffaCh' • 
Shallow Outcrop of Sandstone Banks 
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-- underneath Transgressing Cretaceous 

.... 
Seismic Reflection Profile of a Trough with 
Productive Carbon underneath Transgressing 
Cretaceous. The Right Flank of the Through 
Has Been Shifted by Faulting 
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Folded Carbon Beneath Mesozoic and Permian 
Overburden as Mapped by Reflection Seismology 

The Faulted Structure Is Clearly Recognizable in 
the Permian layers. It Is Missing in the Creta
ceous and Only Indicated in the Carbon 

measurements from the surfaee to the 

underground structure, or within the 

mining plant, sometimes eombined with 

exploration drilling, help to obtain use

ful information about the stratigraphie 

eonditions below ground, e. g. explo

ration and location of ore bodies, 

mapping of salt-dome flanks for the 

prospecting for oil or for the deter

mination of safety lines in salt mining. 
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Map of Isobaths of a Coal Bed in the lower Cretaceous 

The Map Permits Separation of Workable from Unworkable 
Parts of the Mines 

Typ ical Seismogram from Intensely Folded Productive Carbon 

The Same Obtained with Equipment of Higher Resolution 
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Seismic Reflection Profile with a Zechstein Salt-plate underneath a Mesozoic Cover. The 
Salt-Plate, Ascending to the left, Is in the Process of Being leached by Surface Water 
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Reflect ion Profi le Over a Salt Dome, Marked by 
a Zone Void of Reflections in th e Salt Region 

Geyser from Reflection Shot 
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limitation of Roof and Floor of a Salt Plate by 

Two Strong Reflections with Pseudofolding in the 

Salt, Recogn izable by Obl ique Reflections 

Profile Section of an Art if icial Gas Reservo ir 
Flank with Pleistocene Cover, Mapped by Means 
of the Ref lection Method 
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Refleclion Seismogrom 

from Shollow Loyers, 
Recorded by Equipment 
w i th High Resolution 
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SEISMIC REFRACTION EXPLORATION 
APPLICATION AND RESULTS 

Applied Geophysics owes its first great success in the exploration of economic mineral 

deposits to the seismic refraction method, the oldest pioneering method. Since the early 

twenties - and originating from Germany - hundreds of unknown salt domes and struc

tures have been located by seismic refraction crews in many parts of the world, especi

ally in the United States. The flanks or cones of these domes gave useful information for 

successful drilling of oil wells to the petroleum industry. The reflection method has largely 

superseded refraction seismology and accounts for a high percentage of the work now 

being done. 

However, the refraction method is still being employed in practical exploration work if 

areas with extremely poor reflections, or none at all, are to be investigated, and if 

accurate velocity data of the layers are required. These problems occur when the flanks 

of a salt dome, or its foreland, are to be mapped. In regional investigations, especially 

a 
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Re fract i on Shot Through a 
Salt Dom e from its Foreland 

Seis mic Refraction Truck 

in areas where preliminary information on the position of the layers is to be obtained, and where 

anticlines, synclines, faults, etc., are to be located, the seismic refraction method often yields most 

satisfactory results. This applies particularly to areas from which results achieved by other geophysical 

Ther 

for 

transmission of the shot moment to a special recording device ensures speedy and accurate operations. 
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Experience in both fan and line shooting has been 

gained by refraction work in Germany and abroad. 

Part of these surveys was of regional character, 

but special local problems had also to be solved . 

Furthermore, the seismic refraction method is of 

great significance when dealing with local problems, 

e. g . for the exploration of layers at shallow depths 

and of little thickness as an engineering aid in the 

construction of dams, etc. By approach ing the 

problem in the proper fashion, the refraction me

thod - used alone or in connection with geoelec

tric measurements - yields valuable information. 

The recording and playback of refraction seismo

grams on the magnetic tape recorder has lately 

been applied with great success. The magnetic tape 

has a high level of a mplitude range and so avoids 

distortion by overloading. This permits the recording 

of second and later arrivals which are otherwise 

obliterated by the waves of the f irst events or ground 

Refraction Shot Taken over an Upper Cretaceous 
Hori z on i n the Foreland of a Structure 



noise, respectively. The advantages 

regarding completeness and accu

racy of the interpretation are ob

vious. 

In order to cover large areas with 

only few shots, but with records 

from numerous observation points 

- thus achieving maximum economy 

of explosives and time - PRAKLA 

has recently designed radio-remote

controlled refraction equipment. 

This equipment has an automatical

Iy operating unit for each measuring 

station, which needs no further 

manual control when placed at the 

po int of observation. 

Seismic Refraction Survey 
of the Steep Flank and Foreland of a Salt Dome 
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Remote - Controlled Refraction System 

A new remote-controlled refraction system has been developed by PRAKLA in 

order to be able to quickly cover larger and unfavourable areas with reconnais

sance refraction surveys. 

The principle of this system is to control n u m e r 0 u s refraction lines with the 

respective receiver stations by only 0 n e shot and 0 n e transmitting station. It is 

a special advantage that the refraction lines and receiver stations require ski lied 

staff only whilst the equipment is being set up. Later, during the real measurements, 

they can be supervised by unskilled personnel. Uniformity of all measurements is 

guaranteed by the fact that for all stations the time mark is radio-transmitted from 

the central transmitter, which must necessarily result In complete synchronism of 

shot-moment transmission and time mark. 

The central station, which is set up in the vicinity of the shot hole, consists of i·he 

control unit and an ultrahigh-frequency transmitter; the refraction lines are equip

ped with a case, 60 x 35 x 17 cm, accommodating the following plug-in units: six 

seismic refraction amplifiers (frequency range about 3-180 cps), oscillograph (paper 

speed adjustable to between 5 and 15 cm/sec), converter unit for 12 V, receiver 

for control frequency, control panel, and test panel with cable plugs. The control 

unit of the central station is accommodated in a smaller case and comprises, 

apart from the usual communication unit for the shooter, ·ehe control generator 

and the timing unit. 

In order to save current, the receiver stations are only temporarily connected in by 

clockwork mechanism, adjustable to certain times. By means of special control rre

quencies from the transmitter, the receivers can be k e p ton, whereupon further 

control pulses will switch on the seismic-amplifier heating and the motor of the 

oscillograph, and also transmit the shot moment and time marks. Brief, verbal one

way communications, i. e. from the transmitter to the receivers, are possible, too, 

and a cut-off pulse can be radiated when the measurements are finished . Another 

essential advantage of the remote-control lies in the possibility, under difficult 

shooting conditions e. g. in the desert, to obtain the optimum amount of infor

mation from one shot, the refraction lines being arranged in such a manner that 

they cover an area as large as possible. The handy size of the equipment allows 

the layout of the lines to be done from light vehicles. Surveying is possible even 

in terrain that is inaccessible for cars, as the equipment is portable and current 

consumption is low. Summarizing it may be said that the new remote-controlled 

refraction system closes a gap in instrumentation, which helps to cover larger oreas 

quicklY--.9.nd with little expense. 
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Remote-Controlled Refraction Station (opened) 

Remote-Control Transmitting Unit (control unit for radio 

equipment) 

Upper Part : Control Unit for Transmitter, Mid-Sedion : Timing 

Clock and Sign-Generator, Lower Part : Push-Buttons for -

Remote-Controlled Refraction System . 

Device for Communicating with Shooter. 

Ä 

Remote-Controlled Refraction Station. 

Left: Test Panel with Connections for Seismic Cable, 

Three Seismic Double Amplifiers , 

Centre: Oscillograph, Control Unit, Radio Receiver, 

Right : Power Supply, Test Panel. 
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OFFS HORE sElsMIC EXPLORATION 
COMPLETING THE KNOWLEDGE GAINED ON LAND 

The rapid development of the seismic recording technique in the last ten years and the obvious 

success achieved by it made it possible to extend seismic exploration as far as to the open sea. As a 

matter of fact, there are structures of geological interest which can be interpreted as deposits, extend

ing underground beyond the shore lines of the continent into the shelf-zones before the coast, thus 

representing an enormous economical potential. 

The shallow-water areas along the coast are of primary interest for the geophysical investigations, as 

here the results of land explorations which had been extended as far as to the coast can be used os 

starting point. In the second place, the number of investigations to be performed outside the territorial 

waters and in the open sea is increasing more and more. At the present time, the chief interests which 

are being taken first into consideration here are those of purely scientific nature, as greater depths of 

water restrict the exploitation of useful deposits, e. g. oil fields . However, regional investigations ex

tended fa r out into the main sea are of great importance even for clarifying the geological condi 

tions for the establishment of weil locations near )"he coast. 

In Germany, when the need arose to follow known structures ete. beyond the shore lines of the Baltic 

and North Seas and to investigate thei r flanks, PRAKLA developed special sea-borne equipment fo r 

refraction andr'eHection prospecting. 

Then PRAKLA was the first geophysical company to carry out offshore selsmlc reflection work in Eu

rope. The obtained results made it possible to recognize the trend of the layers deeply seated below 

the bottom of the sea and to understand the connections. 
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Thus plenty of experience could be gained in explorations that took several 

years and extended far into the main sea, which could be used for the bene

fit of developing both suitable equipment and the applied method. 

The equipment for offshore seismic reflection work developed by PRAKLA 

requires two boats for the measurements. The first boat, the recording boat, 

tows a floating recording cable to which the geophones, here called "hydro

phones", are connected. This boat accommodates the recording equipment, 

usually completed by magnetic recording equipment, the direction finders, 

and the central stations of the radio lines. 

The navigator, in cooperation with the mate, sees to the specified profiles 

and fixed shot points being adhered to as accurately as possible. The party 

chief, from the recording boat, directs all survey operations by radio. 

The second ship, the shooting boat, runs parallel to the course of the record

ing boat. Upon radio-communication from the recording vessel, the charge 

is dropped from the shooting boat into the water at a precisely determined 

place, after which the boat runs another 100 m. The engine of the recording 

boat is stopped, and at the moment when the hydrophone spread has 

reached the position of the shot point the charge is exactly abreast of the 

centre of the spread. At this moment the charge is detonated from the shoot

ing boat, and the recording is being made. The instant of the explosion is 

------ shooting boot 
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Offshore Seismic Survey in the Baltic Sea 

radio -transmitted from the shooting boat to the recording equipment. A few seconds after the ex

plosion, the two boats proceed in their course and move to the next shot point. 

In general, a third ship, the safety boat, is used for security reasons. It is responsible for the undis

turbed progress of the measuring and shooting operations and for the work not being endangered by 

other vessels or fishermen. 

Since offshore surveys do not require drilling of shot holes, which is so time-consuming in land op

erations, the working progress can be increased considerably. It is important, however, that the explo

sive charges are always detonated at a certain depth. This means that a compromise must be made 

between the best possible tamping and the risk of generation of multiple pulses by pneumatic oscil 

lations due to gasproducts from the explosion. These so-ca lied "bubble oscillations" may cause repetition 

and overlapping of the reflection sequences on the obtained seismic records, thus making them un

readable and worthless. 

Under favourable weather and sea conditions, and provided that the profiles have a reasonable 

length, shooting intervals of about 3 minutes and a daily output of 120 to 150 shots may be attained. 

The decisive factor, above all, is the weather. /t may happen that work must be stopped entirely due 

to poor visibility and heavy sea. Last, not least, the working scope is limited by the seaworthiness of 

the ships and, of course, by the ability of the PRAKLA staff working on board to resist seasickness. 

An i'Vportant part of the surveys, which requires a lot of work, represents the direction finding at sea, 

i . e. bccurate adherance to the specified profiles or the exact location of the shot points, respectively, 

on the water. For operations near the coast, optical angular measurements from land stations will 

do. However, these have the disadvantage of being applicable only if the weather is dear. Therefore, 

in the last time, PRAKLA employed electromagnetic or electronic navigation means such as DECCA or 

LORAC not only for surveys at full sea but also in the shallow-water areas near the coast. 
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Floating Multiple Cable with Steel Core 

Coastal Layout 

1 Seismic Cab le 
2 Float ing Buoy 
3 Vert ical Hydrophone Cabl e 
4 Horizontal Hyd rophone Cab le 
5 Lead Bal l 
6 Geophone i n Flounder-Shaped Floa t 

Ocean Layout 

1 Sei smic Cab le 
2 Hydrophones 
(p ressure-sensit ive receivers) 
3 Shock Cord 
4 Float 

In the 8 years of PRAKLA manne prospecting, considerable 

parts of the German coasts have been surveyed. In the Baltic 

Sea, vast areas reaching from the bay of Kiel eastward as ra r 

as to Hohwacht Bay, and northward over -the boy of Eckernför

de up to the Danish border and into the bay of Gelting have 

been worked. Other offshore surveys in the North Sea covered 

extensive areas of the bay of Heligoland, from Pellworm f; outh 

ward into the mouth of Eibe River near Cuxhaven . 

Apart from these operations in German waters marine seismic 

investigations were also carried out off the Dutch west coast. 

The hitherto surveyed coastal areas are shown by the two 

general maps. 

The decisive part of the technical equipment for offshore seismic 

prospecting is the hydrophone unit. The first American recording 

systems used watertight cables and geophones which were con 

nected and dragged on the bottom of the sea from shot point 10 

shot point. Today, floating hydrophone units are employed in 

which the sound pickups are at certain depths below the water 

surface. 

According to the specific operation conditions, PRAKLA uses either 

coastal or ocean equipment. The shallow-water system consists 

of a floating cable on which flounder-shaped floats, which ac

commodate the geophones, are suspended on gimbals at cer

tain distances. It has 12 channels. For ocean operations there 

are two different systems available: a 24-trace equipment with 

groups of 4 pressure-sensitive receivers, which are directly fas

tened to the floating cable ; secondly an equipment with 16 

channels and 20-fold grouping, in which the piezoelectric pick

ups are covered by the cable sheathing. 

The first offshore seismic reflection investigations of PRAKLA 

were undertaken with the exploration and surveying vessel 

"GA'USS" of the German Hydrographic Institute, Hamburg, for 

which these marine surveys we re of particulor interest. Loter on, 

normal ships were chartered for the surveys, particularly f o r 

those near the coast, and they were specially equipped to be 

used as survey vessels. This was practised until the time when 

PRAKLA put into commission its own ship with special geo

physical outfit, particularly for seismic prospecting. Thus the 

PRAKLA engineers were given an excellent means for the per

formance of their tasks. Her name is "PROSPEKTA". 
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GRAVIMETRIC PROSPECTING SY PRAKLA 

Gravimetrie prospecting ranks next to the seismie method, being very useful for regional investigations 

and for the exploration of mineral deposits. The gravimetrie method eontributes to the knowledge 

of the geologieal strueture of an area, provided the density of the underlying strata differs suffi

eiently. Formerly, differenees of the gravitational intensities were obtained by means of a pendulum 

(espeeially used for regional gravimetrie investigations) and by the torsion balance of Eötvös (used 

for the investigation of loeal anomalies). In eurrent praetiee, very small differenees in gravity are 

measured with great preeision by the most modern gravity meters of Ameriean or European design. 

The value of a gravimetrie investigation depends on the reliability of the measurements as weil as 

on the quality of the interpretation method. PRAKLA has direeted its attention to both faetors. In 

Germany and in foreign countries the most modern gravity meters and best survey instruments are 

manned by earefully trained engineers to guarantee the greatest preeision in gravity values. P RA K LA' s 

seientists (Rosenbach and Linsser) are eredited with the development of the interpretation methods 

aeeording to modern seientifie knowledge. 

In eareful and painstaking investigations in areas all over the world, PRA K LA has gained experienee 

whieh is neeessary for the reasonable use of these methods. The most expert personnel is permanently 

engaged in supervising the work of gravimetrie parties. A staff of speeialists in gravimetrie prospeet

ing, ineluding computers and other assistants, earries out additional eomputing and interpretation. 

They assist the field parties, whieh results in the maximum information being obtained from the inter

preted gravimetrie results. 

The gravimetrie method is drawn on the two maps (on the opposite page) representing a gravimetrie sur

vey. T aking into eonsideration the eorrections of the obtained gravity values (normal, elevation, and topo

graphieal eorrection), the left figure shows the isogams eomputed from the so-ca lied Bouguer anomalies. 

Grav i metr i e Surveys in Brazil 
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Grav im etrie Measuremenls over a Salt Dome in Northern Germany , for Deutsche Erdoel-A.G ., Hamburg 

Bougue r Ano ma ly 

The middle of the illustrated area (blue) shows 

a long zone with comparatively small values 

(gravity minimum), which is flanked by areas 

of higher gravity values (brown). The relief 

of the gravity values formed by the change 

of gravity highs and gravity lows is caused 

by the different densities of subsur

face materials. In this case here the clearly 

formed gravity low is caused by a salt 

dome. 

To ascertain the form of the salt dome from 

the Bouguer anomalies the second derivative 

was drawn in vertical direction. The zone 

of the negative second derivative approxi

mates the form of the salt dome. 

If other results obtained by different geo

physical methods (seismic, magnetic) or geo

logical informations of an area are known, 

they will be considered in the gravimetrie 

computation . So the initial conception of the 

geological structure of the investigated areas 

might be subject to correction (See illustra

tion). 

Seeond Derivative of Gravity 

-1000-

-2000-- ~ ..... 

-3000-~ _ ..... 
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Geophysieal Determination of the Shape of a Salt Dome 

Early Representat ion by Seismology Modern Interpretation by the 

Gravimetrie Method 
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The opportunities for gravimetrie prospect

ing are manifold and not limited to the 

exploration and loeation of salt domes 

only. The illustration, for instanee, shows 

the gravity results at a fault of the 

"Rheintalgraben". The illustration gives an 

immediate impression of the geologieal 

structure of the area, while the exact inter

pretation of gravitational intensities is eon

nected with detailed eomputation. 

In many parts of the world, in the deserts 

of Arabia , in the rugged mountains of 

Italy, in the bush and swamps of Brazil, 

the gravimetrie parties of P RA K LA have 

sueeessfuily eontributed, sometimes in eon

junetion with magnetie measurements, to 

the geologieal survey of the lower strata . 

The eonversion of gravity meter survey 

results into data that are aeeessible to 

geological interpretation, e. g. the for

mation of the seeond derivative, is time

eonsuming if made by hand, as the mate

rial of numbers to be dealt with is very 

extensive. PRAKLA, therefore, has reeently 

introdueed electronic digital computers 

for the solution of these problems, whieh 

permit the neeessary computations to be 

made within the shortest possible time. 
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ELECTRIC PROSPECTING BY PRAKLA 

Geoelectric prospecting is one of the oldest methods of Applied Geophysics. It is successfully employed 

in opening up economic mineral deposits in areas where the electric properties of the subsoil furnish 

information on its geological and hydrological structure. 

All geoelectric methods are based on the differences in the electrical conductivity of subsurface ma

terial. Though low, medium, and high frequency alternating currents are sometimes used, direct cur

rent measurements have proved most reliable in determining the conductivities of the different strata 

the thickness and depth of which are to be ascertained. 

The geoelectric method is useful in engineering studies for building foundations and in the search for 

ore and water. It is of great importance in engineering geophysics, especially for the erection of dams 

os the thickness, properties, and permeability of the underlying strata can be determined by this 

method, either used alone or in conjunction with seismic refraction measurements. Geoelectrica) surveys 

mayaiso be useful in plann ing the construction of roads, canals, and larger buildings where an exact 

knowledge of the subsurface is required. Its successful application in prospecting for ore deposits is 

also weil known, provided, however, such deposits are sizeable and not buried too deeply beneath 

Principle of the Geoelectric Direct Current Method Geoelectric Equipment Instolled in 0 VW Truck 

rock strata. The solution of hydrogeologicol problems can no longer by imagined without the help 

of geoelectrical methods. The very existence of mankind depends on locating and maintaining ade

quate sources of water supply. In Germany, all major hydrological projects are nowadays tackled 

only if the subsoil has previously been explored by geoelectrical methods. Since ground-water-bearing 

gravels or sands generally have a greater electrical resistance than impervious clays, it is possible to 

obtain information on the presence and depths of ground-water-bearing layers (not of ground-water 

itself). Because of the differences in the chemical composition of water-filled sediments it is advisable 

to make the measurements at existing wells or wells to be drilled later so as to facilitate the geolog

ical interpretation of the hydrological structure. 

For geoelectric prospecting P RA K LA chiefly relies on the four-electrode direct current method. Direct 

current is supplied to the soil from the surface by means of two electrodes, and at two inter

mediate electrodes the voltage occurring there is measured free of losses. The apparent resistance 
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Mercedes-Unimog Truck for Geoelectrical Prospect i ng 
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computed from this voltage and the current intensity is the 

average value of all resistances effective atN60 ..... wh_!l"'"'ji ......... 

current-supplying electrodes. 

Theoretical depth measurement diagrams 

layers serve as basis for computation. In more I ICU cas~s, 

e. g. where the boundaries of the layers are not shown by the 

resistance values or where layers of different compdsiti6n 

can be expected to occur alternately, it is often advisable 

to supplement the geoelectric measurements by seismic re
fraction surveys. 

MAGNETIC EXPLORATION SY PRAKLA 

The magnetic method has been used successfully by P RA K LA parties in Germany and abroad. Its 

most used application is for regional measurements and the survey of small geological anomalies. 

Magnetic measurements register the vertical and sometimes the horizontal intensity of the magnetic 

field at the observation point using the field balance of Adolph Schmidt. A magnetic system pivoted 

on a knife-edge serves as a scale, balanced by the intensity of the magnetic field and by the field 

of gravity. 

Diurnal variations of the earth's normal field are taken into consideration in the measurements by 

referring to a fixed base instrument. The reference instrument is a standard field balance provided 

with a photo-electric registering unit instead of the visual recording scale, an older type of balances. 

Magnetic Surveys in the Red Sea Area 

AB 
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The interpretation of magnetie meas

urements is quite similar to the teehnique 

used in the gravimetrie method. The 

normal value of the earth's magnetie 

field and the differenee between the 

measured and the normal field (ano

maly) is determined. The measured re

sults of anomalies are then eompared 

to magnetie intensity eomputations of 

magnetie model bodies. 

In order to obtain information about 

the extension of layers in unexplored 

areas, in respect of the magnetie pro

perties, regional magnetie reeonnaissanee surveys are made. These measurements allow geophysieists 

to evaluate geologieal situations whieh may favour more extensive ' prospecting for petroleum deposits. 

Magnetie measurements are often earried out in eonjunction with other methods, sueh as gravimetry, 

to obtain a bet.ter interpretation of anomalies. Surveys of this nature were undertaken in 1955-1956 
by PRAKLA parties in Brazil, Yemen, on Kamaran Islands, and in Turkey. 

Magnetic investigations of individual deposits are earried out by c10sely spaeed measurements in 

order to loealize, for example, small iron ore deposits, magnetite, magnetie pyrites, manganese ores, 

eIe., eharacterized by intensive magnetie properties, as weil as magnetie minerals and roeks of vol

eanic origin . 
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SIMULTANEOUS APPLICATION 

OF DIFFERENT GEOPHYSICAL METHODS 

Complieated geophysieal problems eannot always be solved by one survey method only. A eombi

nation of different methods is often used instead to arrive at a satisfaetory solution. The first step in 

sueh eases is to find out whieh measuring methods ean most suitably be used for the respective in

vesligations. 

Depending on the problems to be solved any of t~e geophysieal methods may yield ambiguous 

information on the geologieal structure or the mineral deposits. Nevertheless, satisfactory results ean 

often be obtained by the simultaneous applieation of several geophysieal methods, os, for instanee, 

seismie reflection or refraction surveys, gravimetrie and seismie surveys, gravimetrie and magnetie 

~ 

Simultaneous Gravimetrie And 

Magnetie Surveys in an Area 

For Mobilo il AG ., (elle, 
Wintershall AG ., (elle, and 

Gewerkschaft Brunh ilde , Hannover 

The anomolies of the gravity map 

show the grouping of large strue

tures at great depths. They are over

laid by smaller anomalies. The mop 

of vertieal magnetie intensity with 

? Anomaly of Vertieal Magnetie Intensity 
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Bouguer Gravity Anomaly • 

pronouneed anomaliesshowsthe area 

where the small anomalies aseer

tained by the gravimetrie survey 

ean be explained by the presenee 

of basalts Iying near the surfaee or 

beneath other strata. 
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Fig. A : 

Refraetion Isobaths of the Basin Foun 

dation Overlaid by Gravity Isogams 

The anomalies aseertained by the gravity 

survey are fairly eongruous with the seismie 

isobaths and thus refleet the strueture of the 

bottom of the basin . 

surveys, or eleetrie and seismie surveys. This is espeeially true if detailed geological data are not 

available. 

The following problems may, for instanee, arise: 

Are there any geologieal preeonditions for the seareh of oil In hitherto unexplored areas? (Gravi

metrie survey, followed by a seismie survey.) 

Does an anticline eontain salt? (Seismie and gravimetrie surveys.) 

Where is the salt flank to be found in sueh eases? (Seismie refraetion and gravimetrie surveys.) 

What are the form and depth of a basin filled with younger sediments? (Gravimetry - seismology.) 

Does a sedimentary basin eontain young extrusions? If so, at whieh depth and to whieh extent? 

(Gravimetrie, magnetie, and seismie surveys.) 

Determination of the general outline and depth of worked ore bodies and the presenee of further 

ore bodies. (Electrie, magnetie, and gravimetrie surveys.) 

Determination of the geologieal eonditions in eonneetion with fresh-water supplies or the removal of 

industrial waste waters. (Eleetrie and seismie surveys.). 

Further examples ean be added to this list. In eomplieated eases, too, PRA K LA's experts will be able 

to suggest to the elients the survey methods whieh should be applied in eaeh single ease. 
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Simultaneous Refraction, 

Gravimetrie And Magnetie Surveys over 
Large Areas Prior to the Applieation 

of the Seismie Reflection Method 

Fig. B: 

Refra eti 0 n Iso baths of th e Basi n Fou n

dation Overlaid by Isanomalies of 

the Vertieal Magnetie Intensity 

The isanomalies of the vertieal magnetie in

tensity partly eorrespond with the seismie and 

gravimetrie results, but partly show eonsider

able deviations. 

In the first ease, eonclusions ean be drawn 

as to the shape of the basin bottom i the 

seeond ease indieates intensive ehanges of 

material within the bottom of the basin and 

the basin filling (young volcanism). 

T 

N 

Fig. C: 

/ 

/ 
/ 

Refraetion Isobaths of the Basin 

Foundation And Isoehronous lines of 

Refraction in the Basin Filling 

The isobaths of the basin foundation and the 

isochrons of the basin filling do not eorre

spond, although the dip of the layers which 

form the basin filling roughly follow the con

tours of the basin relief. This leads to the 

eonclusion that the basin filling eontains 

facial deviations. 
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PRAKLA'S SPECIAL FIELDS OF WORK 



3435 

2770 (rn/sec.) 

PRAKLA'S WELL-LOGGING 

IMPROVES SEISMIC RESULTS 

The high technical standard of today makes it possible to obtain 

reflect ions from a large number of reflecting layers down to great 

depths by the application of the se ismic reflection method. The in

dividual horizons will then appear on the seismograms as reflections 

recorded at different times. 

The travel time of the shock waves can be calculated from the 

seismogram, but the depth of the reflecting bed can be determined 

PRINCIPLE AND EXAMPLE 

OF A SEISMIC WELL -LOGGING SURVEY 
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Well-Logging Seismogram 

Seismic Well-Logging Apparatus 

Installed in a Car 

T 



PRAKLA Acoustic-Log Record ing Truck 

only if the velocity at which the waves travel through the different layers or the "average velocity" 

required to reach the layer in question are known. Apart from the reflection and refraction methods 

used to determine velocity values from the surface, well -Iogging is the most reliable and efficient means 

to this end. 

Well-Iogging is accomplished by lowering a specia I geophone down into the weil. A cable connects 

it with a measuring apparatus installed above ground. While the geophone is stopped at a certain 

depth, the respective arrivals of the seismic waves caused by an explosive charge set off near the 

mouth of the bore hole are recorded . It can be established as a rough formula that the average 

velocity values for the depths concerned equal the quotient of depth and the travel time of the shock 

waves. The first travel time measurements were made in coal mine shafts by carrying down seismo

meters. Petroleum bore holes were first used for seismic measurements of this kind more than 20 

years ago. The number of such measurements has increased year by year as a result of the realiza 

tion that a precise knowledge of the velocity values of the different beds was needed to meet the 

steadily growing requirements for accuracy in seismic reflection surveys. 

In Germany, as almost everywhere in the world, it has become an established pratice to log explor

atory wells after drilling has been finished. The PRAKLA well -Iogging truck and its trained crew are 

always ready to carry out the necessary measurements at any place in Germany or abroad. 

PRAKLA ACOUSTIC LOG 

In contrast with the hitherto employed weil velocity survey method for the determination of sound 

velocities in the various subsurface formations, by which only the "average velocities" are meas

ured, PRAKLA has developed an Acoustic Log which permits direct meter-to-meter measurement 

of the "interval velocity" in a bore hole and its continuous recording as a function of depth . More 

than that, the Acoustic Log supplies the integrated travel-time curve by summing up the partial time

distance curves. 

The PRAKLA Acoustic Log has been designed os a "two-receiver system", in which the ultra

sonic signal generator and the two receivers are assembled to a compact unit in the ac 0 u s t i c 

so n d e. The measuring distance between receivers 1 and 2 can be reduced to 1 meter or less. 
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The technical outfit of a weil survey party 

consists of: 

1. the acoustic sonde , which accommodates the sound 

generator and the two receivers, 

2. the cable truck with cable, guide rollers, and depth 

measuring device, 

3. the amplifier, pulse former, timer, and recorder, all 

accommodated in the recording cabin. 

The ultrasonic transmitter of the acoustic sonde is stimu 

lated by pulses to oscillate three times per second. The 

longitudinal waves thus generated travel through the 

rock in the bore-hole wall to receiver 1 and 2 at the 

specific rock velocity. Recording begins with the electrical 

time break indicating the instant of the emission of sound 

waves, followed by the first pulse being picked up by 

receiver 1. However, this signal is not recorded com

pletely, as receiver 1 is automatically switched off imme

diately after the arrival of the first pulse. After the sound 

has travelled through the rock between the first and the 

second receiver, the pulses picked up by the second re 

ceiver are recorded e n t ire I y. Thus a complete and un 

disturbed display of the oscillations on the oscilloscope 

is obta ined. 

depth meosuring device 

ompli~ seismic 
fier geophone 

record 

oscilloscope 

fi lm comero 

deplh Indicalor 

Pictorial diagram of the Acoustic Log 

Interior of the Recording Cabin 



casing 

The signal, on its way from the transmitter to each of the receivers, travels twice through the bore

hole fluid, so that the travel times through the fluid add to the true travel time through the rock, thus 

falsifying the velocity measurements. The design of the two-receiver method makes possible tc 

avoid incorrect travel-time determination due to the influence of the drilling fluid, as it records the 

difference of the travel times between the two receivers. 

The cable truck is equipped with a cable drum of 5,000 m capacity, so that measurements in wells 

down to this depth can be carried out. A special depth-measuring device complies with the latest 

technical experience as far as precision and design are concerned. It is electrically coupled with the 

feeding device for the recording paper. The signals picked up by the two receivers are conveyed 

three times per second, via the logging cable, into the recording apparatus, where they are amplified, 

displayed on an oscilloscope, and electronically analysed. Two curves are recorded on a strip chart 

25 cm in width, which reproduce the sound velocity and the integrated travel time along the depth 

(see velocity diagram). Two depth scales, 1 : 1,000 or 1 : 200, respectively, can be adiusted by choise. 

Prior to the measurements, the velocity scale and the entire interpretation device are gauged by 

means of crystals, so that an interpretation according to the two-receiver method may be con

sidered to be an absolute measurement. 

For the electronic computing of the recorded data always the first arrivals of the pulses at the receiv

ers are used, which means that only the highest sound velocity is measured. This is, in the uncased part 

of the weil, the required velocity of the compressional wave in the rock. In the cased part of the hole, 

however, the velocity in the rock is obtained only if it exceeds the velocity in steel. Consequently, as 

a rule recording with the A co u s t i c Log, downhole, is started not before the lower end of the casing. 

When employing the Acoustic Log, it is necessary to determine the initial value of the integrated 

time-distance curve. For this purpose a geophone has been installed in the downhole instrument. This 

geophone also can be used for carrying out weil velocity surveys of the conventional kind, for which 

the recording of one single shot will be sufficient. 

(A detailed description of the Acoustic Log is given in No. 1 of the TECHNICAL REVIEW of 

PRAKLA.) 

Tertiary Upper Cretaceous Lower Cretaceous Shell Limestone Red Sandstone 

Velocity and Travel-time Diagram with Drilling-profile 



Principle of the M-Apparatus -

PRAKLA'S GAS DETECTORS 

Number of Wells in Germany 
Equipped with P RA K LA 
Gas Detecting Instruments 

20 

...... 1 

78 

99 

The M-Equipment 

The location of gas horizons in the course of drilling 

operations for petroleum or coal has acquired graet im

portance. PRAKLA has, therefore, developed agas de

tector which, based on inventions by Dr. R. Weber, one 

of PRAKLA's permanent scientific advisors, automatically 

records the gas content of the drilling mud during the 

actual drilling operation. 

When the drill bit cuts through a gas-bearing layer gas 

is released and brought to the surface with the mud 

stream. Its quantity depends on the type of the gas and 

the mud. The gas detecting apparatus then indicates and 

records these gas traces. It can be set to actuate an 

alarm when a pre-determined gas content is exceeded. 

The presence of methane or heavier hydrocarbons in the 

mud stream is, above all, significant to the oil weil driller. 

PR A K LA has developed different measuring systems 

sensitive to these and other gases. They determine either 

the methane content or the carbon dioxide content only, 

or the content of all inflammable gases (methane, ethane, 

propane and hydrogen sulphide) with or without carbon 

dioxide. 

The PRAKLA gas detector is set up in a suitable room 

outside the security zone at the derrick. The gas is drawn 

from a sampling chamber at the weil by a surge pump 

and piped to the measuring equipment. 



P RA K LA has developed two different types of 

instruments for this purpose : 

THE W-EQUIPMENT 

This is a system based on the fact that the heat 

eonductivity of gases eonsiderably differs from that 

of the air. This deviee ean easily be handled and 

operated on a storage battery when there is no 

mains or eonstant voltage available. Battery life is 

8 - 14 days between eharges. 

THE M-EQUIPMENT 

This differs from the W-Equipment, where the gas 

eontent is determined by physieal methods, in that 

it operates on the basis of the automatie ehemieal 

Orsat gps analysis meehanism developed by 

Mai hag AG., Hamburg, but it ean only be used 

at wells where a fairly eonstant 220 volt AC vol

tage is supplied. 
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PR A K LA has established a special Gas Detector Service to assemble and disassemble the instruments 

at the weil sites. An additional monthly inspection service guarantees the faultless performance of the 

equipment. Geologists, drillers, and mud specialists are equally interested in knowing the results of gas 

detection at the wells. In known high-pressure areas the mining authorities often demand the use of 

gas detectors with automatie alarm sY5tems. 



SCIENTIFIC PUBLICATIONS 

CONCERNING THE FIELD OF ACTIVITIES OF 



I. Publications On Seismology By PRAKLA Members 

R. Bading 

Zur reflexionsseismischen Erfas
sung einer Bruchtektonik 

A. Bentz - H. Closs 

Developments in Geophysical and 
Geological Exploration forOil in 
Germany 1951-1954 

G. Brinckmeier - H. v. Helms 

Zur refraktionsseismischen Bestim
mung des Randes und der Flanke 
von Salzstöcken 

Sulla Determinazione Dei Limite 
Superiore E Dei Fianchi Di Domi 
Salini Mediante La Sismica A Re
frazione 

P. Brasse 

Die seismische Bestimmung der 
Grundwassertiefe 

J. F. de Caleya - R. Köhler 

Bemerkungen über die Konstruk
tion von Tiefenlinienplänen bei 
stark geneigten Reflexionshori
zonten 

H. J. Fabion - H. v. Helms 

Geologisch-geophysikalische Un
tersuchungen im Raume Meppen, 
westlich der Ems 

• 
Ricerche Geologico - Geofisiche 
Nella Zona Di Meppen, Ad Ovest 
Dei F. Ems 

R. Garber 

Ein Beispiel fürdie Kennzeichnung 
multipler Reflexionen durch die 
Geschwindigkeit 

Ober den Fehler einer Geschwin
digkeitsmessung seismischer 
Wellen aus Reflexionen 

R. H. Gees 

• 

Die Wellenausbreitung der Erd
beben vom 20. November 1932 
(Nordbrabant) und 7. Juni 1931 
(Doggerbank) 

EI Desarrollo De Los Metodos 
De Investigaci6n Geoffsicos En 
Alemania A Partir De 1945 

O. Geussenhainer 

Ein Beitrag zum Studium der 
Bodenunruhe mit Perioden von 
4 Sekunden bis 10 Sekunden 

F. Hecht - H. v. Helms - W. Kehrer 

Reflection-Seismic Exploration Of 
Schleswig-Holstein,Germany,And 
Its Geological Interpretation By 
Weil Data 
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Geol. Jahrbuch, Vol. 67, August 
1952, pp. 73-83 

Proceedings Fourth World Pe
troleum Congress,Section I, Rome, 
1955, pp. 691-713 

Erdöl und Kohle, 4th Year, No. 
6,1951, pp. 321-326 

Idrocarburi, 3 rd Year, No. 12, 
Dec. 1954, pp. 37-42 

(will soon be published in "Zeit
schrift fuer Geophysik") 

Erdöl und Kohle, 9 th Year, 1956, 
pp. 280-283 

Erdöl und Kohle, 6 th Year, No. 
10,1953, pp. 601 - 604 and 724 -729 

Roma, Tipografia DeI Senato, Dei 
Dott. G. Bardi, 1954 

Erdöl und Kohle, 7 th Year, 1954, 
pp. 197 -199 

Dissertation, University of Ham
burg , 1954 

Zeitschrift für Geophysik, 13 th 
Year, No. 4/5, 1937 

Revista De Geoflsica, 10 th Year, 
No. 39, Madrid,July - September, 
pp. 180-207 

Dissertation, University of Goet
tingen, 1921 

Proceedings Of The Fourth World 
Petroleum Congress, Section I, 
Rome, 1955, pp. 715-730 

H. v. Helms 

Neuere refraktionsseismische 
Untersuchungen an flachen und 
steilen Salzstöcken in Nordwest
deutschland 

Recenti Ricerche Sismiche A Ri
frazione Sopra Domi Di Sole A 
Fianchi Po co Inclinati Ed A Fianchi 
Ripidi Nella Germania Nord
Occidentale 

Refraktionsseismische Untersu
chungen an Salzstöcken im Ham
burger Loch 

Ricerche Sismiche A Rifrazioni 
Sopra Domi Di Sole Nei Dintorni 
Di Amburgo "Hamburger Loch" 

Anwendungsmöglichkeiten kom
binierter Reflexions- und Refrak
tions - Messungen insbesondere 
zur Bestimmung von Durchschnitts
geschwindigkeiten 

Possibilita D'lmpiego Di Misure 
Congiunte A Riflessione E Rifra
zione, Particolarmente AI Fine 
Della Determinazione Di Velo
cita Medie 

H. v. Helms - H. W. Maas 

Reflexionsseismische Seemessun
gen in der Ostsee 

H. Hiller - L. Ruprecht 

Seismische Untersuchungen im 
Steinkohlenbergbau 

F. Holländer 

Geophysik zwischen Werra und 
Fulda 

H. John 

Das Geschwindigkeitsproblem im 
Bereich der Schwäbischen Vor
landsmolasse 

R. Köhler 

Zehn Monate auf Sizilien 

F. J. Küpper 

A Contribution To The Theory Of 
Multiple Geophones 

H. Linsser 

Geometrische Probleme bei Aus
wertung von Untertage-Seismo
grammen 

The Generation of Seismic Waves 
by Explosions 

Anwendungsmöglichkeiten trans
versaler Wellen in der Untertage
seismik 

Erdöl und Kohle, 4 th Year, No. 
10, 1?51, pp. 615-620 

Idrocarburi, 3 rd Year, No. 2, 
February 1954, pp. 33-38 

Erdöl und Kohle, 5 th Year, No. 
2, 1952, pp. 77-80 

Idrocarburi, 3 rd Year, No. 3, 
March 1954, pp. 21-26 

Geol. Jahrb., Vol. 67, Oct. 1952, 
pp. 115-126 

Idrocarburi, 4th Year, No. 3, 
March 1955, pp . 21-28 

Lecture,EAEG Meeting, December 
1952, at Hannover (not publishedl 

Bergmännische Zeitschrift "Glück
auf", 91 st Year, No. 37/38, 1955, 
pp. 1039-45 

Salz und Oel, house magazine 
of the Wintershall, 6 th Year, No. 
7, April 1956, pp. 4-5 

Erdöl und Kohle, 9th Year, 1956, 
pp. 290-299 

Geophysik 942, Askania-Warte, 
No. 4711955 

Lecture, EAEG Meeting, May 
1956, at Hamburg 

Geol. Jahrb., Vol. 67, 1952, pp. 
127 -134 

Lecture, EAEG Meeting, May 1952 

Zeitschrift für Geophysik, 20th 
Year, No. 3, 1954, pp. 150-159 



H. Linsse, 

Verfahren zur Auswertung von 
Untertage-Seismogrammen 

H. Menul 

Ober den Begriff und die Bestim
mung der Durchschnittsgeschwin
digkeit in der Reflexionsseismik 

Die Bestimmung der Neigung und 
Tiefe einer Schicht bei der re
flexionsseism ischen Methode 

Ober das Spektrum seismischer 
Wellen, die durch Sprengungen 
erzeugt werden 

Seismische Untersuchungen auf 
See 

On The Propagation Of Seismic 
Waves In ASolid Body With 
Elastic Afterworking 

Geophysik der Lagerstätten 

On The Stress-Strain Relation In 
A Not Perfectly Elastic Solid 
Body 

Die seismischen Aufschlußmetho
den 

D. Pietsch 

Ein Verfahren zur direkten Be
rechnung der Schichtgeschwindig
keiten in der Reflexionsseismik 

Geofisica Pura E Applicata, 
Milano, Vol. 30. 1955, pp. 33 - 67 

Zeitschrift für Meteorologie, 2 nd 
Year, No. 11, Nov. 1948, pp. 325 
-329 

Erdöl und Kohle, 3 rd Year, No. 
10, 1950, pp. 473-474 

Annali Di Geofisica, 4, 1951, 
pp . 301-321 

Umschau, 1953, No. 21, pp . 650 
- 652 

Geophysical Prospecting, Vol. 11, 
No. 2, 1954, pp. 139-150 

VD I-Zeitschrift, 98, No. 16, 1956 

Publ. du Bureau Central Seis
mologique Internationale (in 
print) 

(being printed by Bornträger 
publishing-house in Part 11 of the 
Haalcksches Lehrbuch) 

Zeitschrift für Geophysik, 20th 
Year, No. 1, 1954, pp. 25-46 

L. Ruprecht - Fr. Trappe 

Die Anwendung der seismischen 
Reflexionsmethode zur Unter
suchung von Salzstöcken im 
Harzvorland 

G. A. Schulze - H. J. Trappe 

Das Kartieren von Salzflanken 
mit se ismischen Methoden 

G. Suhr 

Eine neue Apparatur zur Mes
sung des vertikalen Gradienten 
der seismischen WeIlengeschwin
digkeit 

Fr. Trappe - W. Zettel 

Ein neuartiger elektrischer Feld
seismograph 

P. Velterlein 

Wozu Magnetbandaufzeichnun
gen für seismische Messungen? 

H. Westerhausen 

Untersuchungen über die Boden
unruhe in Nordwest-Europa 

W. Zettel 

La Ricerca Della Strutture Pe
Irolifere Mediante II Metodo Sis
mico 

Beispiele aus der seismischen 
Bod enforsch ung 

Zeitschrift für Geophysik 15th 
Year, No. 1-2, 1939, pp. 37 -40 

Erdöl und Kohle, 9th Year, Sept., 
1956, pp . 580-583 

Dissertation , University of 
Hamburg , 1956 

Beiträge zur angewandten Geo
physik, Vol. 10, No. 3/4, 1943, 
pp . 257 -264 

Erdöl und Kohle, 9th Year, Nov. 
1956 

Dissertation, University of 
Hamburg, 1954 

VII Convegno Nazionale Dei 
Metano EDel Petroleo 1952 

Die Naturwissenschaften, 40 th 
Year, No. 18, 1953, pp . 469-476 

11. Publications On Seismology By Others Than PRAKLA Members 

J. Andres 

Der Beitrag der Geophysik zur 
Erforschung des tieferen Unter
grundes in Schleswig-Holstein 

MEYN IANA Publications from 
the Geological Institute of the 
U'liversity of Kiel, Vol. 2, 1954, 
pp. 1-14 

J. Baumgarte - H. Menzel - O. Rosenbach 

Theoretische Betrachtungen über 
eine Frequenzselektion bei der 
Reflexion seismischer Impulse 

G. Brinckmeier - W. Elberskirch 

Geophysical History Of The EI
dingen Oilfield , Niedersachsen, 
Germany 

Is not sold 

Geophys ico l Case Histories, Vol. 
11, 1956, pp. 248-260 

J. F. de Caleya - H. Closs - H. Dürbaum 

Zur Berücksichtigung der 
Brechung in der Reflexionsseismik 

H. Closs 

Ober neuere geophysikalische 
Untersuchungen im rheinisch
westfälischen Karbon 

Applied Geophysics In West 
Germany During the Last Five 
Years 

Erdöl und Kohle, 5th Year, No. 
12, 1952, pp . 765-768 

Compte Rendu : 3ieme Congres 
de Stra!. et de Geol. du Car
bonifieire Heerlen, 1951 

Proceedings of the Third World 
Petroleum Congress, Section I, 
The Hague, 1951 , ~64-582 

H. Closs 

Practica De La Reflexion Sismica 
En Alemania 

Revista De Geofisica, No. 49, 
1954 

H. Closs, with contributions from W. von zur Mühlen 

Die geophysikalische Erschlies- Erdöl und Kohle, 4th Year, No. 
sung des Emslandes 5, May 1951, pp. 250-259 

W. Elbersklrch 

Reflexionsseismische Fernkorre
lierungen in der Trias Nordwest
deutschlands 

H. Lorenz 

Verfahren zur Konstruktion durch
laufender Reflexionshorizonte an 
steil en Flanken unter Berück
s ichtigung des gebrochenen 
Strahlenganges 

H. Reich 

Ober seismische Beobachtungen 
der PRAKLAvon Reflexionen aus 
großen Tiefen bei den großen 
Ste inbruchsprengungen in Blau
beuren am 4. März und am 10. 
Mai 1952 

G. Schenkel 

Verfahren zur Be5timmung der 
wahren lage und des wahren 
Einfallens reflexionsseismisch er
mittelter Schichtelemente 

Erdöl und Kohle, 5th Year, No. 
7, July 1952, pp . 404-407 

Gerlands Beiträge zur Geophy
sik, Vol. 63. No. 2, 1953, pp. 99 
-107 

Geol. Jahrbuch , Vol. 68, Aug. 
1953, pp. 225-240 

Geol. Jahrbuch, Vol. 68, June 
1954, pp . 659-670 
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111. Publications On Gravimetry 

A. Baumann O. Rosenbach 

Dichteuntersuchungen an Ge
steinen des Westharzes 

W. Köller 

Die Vorgänge an der Schneide 
beim Schwingen eines Schwere
pendels 

H. Linsser 

Ermittlung der zweiten Ableitung 
der Schwere durch Ausgleichs
rechnung 

Herabsetzung der Wirkung ört
licher Schwerestörungen auf die 
zweite Ableitung 

Geol. Jahrbuch, Vol . 68, 1954, 
pp. 161-168 , 

Dissertation, University of Göttin
gen, 1937 

Lecture, Deutsche Geophysikali
sche Gesellschaft, April 1955, in 
Munich 

Lecture, EAEG Meeting, May 
1955, in Paris 

Ein Verfahren zur 8erechnung 
des Horizontalgradienten aus 
Schwerewerten 

A Contribution To He Compu
tation OfT'he "Second Derivative" 
From Gravity Data 

A Comparison Of The Second 
Derivative Method Of Gravity 
Interpretation With Reflection 
Seismics And Geological Fin
dings In He Offenburg Area 

Quantitative Studies Concerning 
The Vertical Gradient And Second 
Derivative Methods Of Gravity 
Interpretation 

IV. Other Publications 

L. Ameely R. Teichmüller - R. Weber 

Wirkung geologischer Faktoren 
bei der Ausbreitung elektroma
gnetischer Wellen 

Radium-Emanation und Geotek
tonik 

L. Ameely - W. Müller 

Radium-Emanation aus Bodenluft 

R. Gaenger 

Regionale magnetische Unter
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